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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

ORIGINS OF ISOPRENOID DIVERSITY: A STUDY OF STRUCTURE-FUNCTION
RELATIONSHIPS IN SESQUITERPENE SYNTHASES.
Plant sesquiterpene synthases catalyze the conversion of the linear substrate
farnesyl diphosphate, FPP, into a remarkable array of secondary metabolites. These
secondary metabolites in turn mediate a number of important interactions between
plants and their environment, such as plant-plant, plant-insect and plant-pathogen
interactions. Given the relative biological importance of sesquiterpenes and their use in
numerous practical applications, the current thesis was directed towards developing a
better understanding of the mechanisms employed by sesquiterpene synthases in the
biosynthesis of such a diverse class of compounds.
Substrate preference for sesquiterpene synthases initially isolated from
Nicotiana tabacum (TEAS), Hyoscyamus muticus (HPS) and Artemisia annuna (ADS)
were optimized with regards to a divalent metal ion requirement. Surprisingly, careful
titration with manganese stimulated bona fide synthase activity with the native 15carbon substrate farnesyl diphopshate (FPP) as well as with the 10-carbon substrate
geranyl diphosphate (GPP). Reaction product analysis suggested that the GPP could be
used to investigate early steps in the catalytic cascade of these enzymes.
To investigate how structural features of the sesquiterpene synthases translate
into enzymatic traits, a series of substrate and active site residue contacts maps were
developed and used in a comparative approach to identify residues that might direct
3

product specificity. The role and contribution of several of these residues to catalysis
and product specificity were subsequently tested by the creation of site-directed
mutants. One series of mutants was demonstrated to change the reaction product to a
novel sesquiterpene, 4-epi-eremophilene, and while another series successfully
transmutated TEAS into a HPS-like enzyme. This is the first report of a rational redesign of product specificity for any terpene synthase.
The contact map provides a basis for the prediction of specific configurations of
amino acids that might be necessary for as yet uncharacterized sesquiterpene synthases
from natural sources. This prediction was tested by the subsequent isolation and
validation that valencene synthase, a synthase from citrus, did indeed have the amino
acid configuration as predicted.
Lastly, an in vitro system was developed for analyzing the interaction between
sesquiterpene synthases and the corresponding terpene hydroxylase. Development of
this in vitro system is presented as a new important tool in further defining those
biochemical features giving rise to the biological diversity of sesquiterpenes.

KEYWORDS: Terpene Synthase, Terpene Cyclase, Isoprenoid Biosynthesis,
Phytoalexin biosynthesis, Cytochrome P450.
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CHAPTER 1 Isoprenoid Biosynthesis and Terpene Cyclase Enzymology

A. Overview
This dissertation attempts to relate the functional characteristics of
sesquiterpene synthases, enzymes that catalyze the cyclization and rearrangement of
farnesyl diphosphate, to the 3-dimensional structure of these enzymes. The dissertation
work centers on an enzyme initially isolated from tobacco, 5-epi-aristolochene synthase
or TEAS, which has been structurally and kinetically well characterized. A chemical
rationalization for the stereochemically complex, multi-step reaction catalyzed by
TEAS has also been proposed previously by others. In this chapter, the field of
isoprenoid biochemistry is introduced; sesquiterpenes, a particular class of isoprenoids,
are briefly reviewed; then the pivotal role of sesquiterpene synthases in regulating the
amount and type of sesquiterpenes is discussed. Thereafter, discrete steps in
sesquiterpene

biosynthesis are

discussed in sections which correspond to the

background for research chapters 2-6. These discussions rely on work in related fields
and parallels to work in monoterpenoid biosynthesis (ten carbon terpenoids),
prenyltransferases, and microbial sesquiterpene synthases, particularly trichodiene
synthase. Trichodiene synthase has also received a considerable amount of attention
and is perhaps the most extensively characterized sesquiterpene synthase. The major
research objective of this thesis is to understand how variations in sequence space
(enzymatic primary structure) define reaction pathways which have enormous possible
variations. TEAS was chosen for this investigation because of the extensive
background information available about this enzyme and the many parallels that are
now recognized as common features among and between plant and microbial
sesquiterpene cyclases. It is my thesis that the basis for terpenoid diversification can be
further appreciated by examining TEAS relative to other terpene synthases or cyclases.

1

B. Terpene Biosynthesis
The isoprenoid biosynthetic pathways produce an extraordinarily diverse class
of biological active molecules and encompasses the largest class of natural products
from plants, commonly called the terpenoids (Fig. 1.1). Chemical structures range from
the simple 5-carbon isoprene to the 30-carbon, tetracyclic sterols. Isoprenoids are
involved in biological functions as universal as the Q cycle of electron transport
(ubiquinone)1 and as particular as pheromone signaling between specific species of
plants and insects2-5. Isoprenoids in plants also include growth regulators (abscisic
acid6, cytokinin7, gibberellins8 and brassinolides9,10), compounds that contribute to the
structure and function of membranes (sterols11), serve as photoprotectants
(carotenoids12), and provide a means for localizing biochemical processes at membrane
surfaces (dolichols13,14).
The early biochemical dissection of this pathway was largely driven by the
desire to understand cholesterol biosynthesis. A profound clarification came from
Ruzicka with the recognition that cholesterol and all other isoprenoids were generated
from five-carbon isoprene units15 (Figure 1.2). Subsequently, the work of Lynen,
Bloch, Cornforth, Popjak, and Corey elucidated the classical, mevalonate (MVA)
biosynthetic pathway and demonstrated a likely mechanism for the biosynthesis of
sterols from the simply isoprene building blocks. More recently, work by Rohmer 16-22,
Arigoni 23-30 and others31-35 have revealed another mevalonate-independent pathway for
the biosynthesis of the isoprene units in plants and bacteria, the methylerythritol
phosphate or MEP pathway (reviewed in references 36, 37,38.)
The common metabolite in both isoprenoid pathways is isopentenyl diphosphate
(IPP), which is formed from the condensation of acetyl-CoA units in the central
mevalonate pathway, or the condensation of pyruvate and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate
in the MEP pathway. Diversification then begins with the polymerization of IPP units
by prenyltransferase, creating linear intermediates of 10, 15, 20 carbons which can
undergo condensation between themselves generating triterpenes (C30) and
tetraterpenes (C40), continue polymerization with additional isoprene units (C50+ for
dolichols and rubber) or cyclization into elaborate structures known as monoterpenes
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(C10), sesquiterpenes (C15), and diterpenes (C20). In plants and microbes, it is largely
this later class of compounds that is often referred to as the terpenes and terpenoids.

C. Origins of terpene diversity
Many of the plant and microbial derived mono-, sesqui- and di-terpenes do not
seem to participate in essential cellular metabolism and are often referred to as
secondary metabolites. These compounds nonetheless appear to be important mediators
of inter- and intraspecies interactions4 and their distinction as “secondary” does not
capture their true biological relevance. While primary metabolites are essential to
almost all cells within a species, the array of terpenes associated with any one plant or
microbe species can vary, and represents the results of ecological and/or mankind
selection. For instance, the fragrance of flowers is generally a complex composition of
volatiles that can include mono- and sesqui-terpenes produced in floral organs39.
Another example of species specific terpenes is the specific arrays of antimicrobial
sesquiterpenoids produced by solanaceous plants in response to challenge by specific
pathogens40-43.
Humans have also derived value from many of the terpenes. For example, many
commercially important sesquiterpenoids are referred to as “fine chemicals” because of
their value, rarity, and the difficulty of their synthesis (Figure 1.3). Nootkatone is a
common additive to drinks that imparts a grapefruit flavor 44-46. Alloaromadendrene and
patchoulol lend distinct aroma profiles to perfumes. Artemesinin is a highly
functionalized sesquiterpeneoid which is effective against quinine resistant Plasmodium
falciparium, the casual agent of malaria47. The anti-inflammatory and potential anticancer compound parthenolide from the herb feverfew has recently become the focus of
intense pharmacological investigations

48-65

. While the phytochemical identification of

new sequiterpenoids proceeds at an impressive rate of about three hundred new
compounds per year66-75, we do not yet have an understanding that can sufficiently
explain the origins of this diversity, nor the knowledge that would allow us to
manipulate enzymatic chemistry with a set of rules as developed as that for classical
organic chemistry.
A significant portion of terpenoid diversity is due to the exquisite regio- and
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stereo-chemical cyclization of the linear intermediates geranyl diphosphate (GPP),
farnesyl diphosphate (FPP) and geranylgeranyl diphosphate (GGPP) catalyzed by the
corresponding synthases (While the terms mono-, sesqui- and di-terpene cyclases have
been useful to describe these enzymes in the past, the general nomenclature of
synthase for these enzymes is used here, because the enzymes are unified by the class
of products they produce and common structural folds, not the specific reactions they
catalyze. For instance, (3S)-linalool synthase from Clarkia breweri76 is a geranyl
diphosphate lyase.) These enzymes catalyze unique electrophilic reactions that often
provide for surprisingly complex synthetic tasks. This electrophilic chemistry arises
from the generation and manipulation of carbocations by the terpene synthase enzymes
and provides for various intramolecular additions and rearrangements that result in
hundreds of possible carbon-carbon bond linkages in final products (figure 1.4).
The diversity of terpenes is further amplified by the modification of the cyclic
and acyclic hydrocarbon backbones by the addition of functional groups and other
subsequent modifications. These include the introduction of hydroxyl groups

77,78

and

their oxidation to ketones79, demethylations80, and halogenations81,82, which can affect
various chemical properties of the molecules that influence their biological activities83.
For instance, dihydroxylation of 5-epi-aristolochene by a cytochrome P450 enzyme
produces the anti-fungal phytoalexin capsidiol in solanaceous plants77.

D. Terpene biosynthesis in plants is spatially and temporally regulated
One interesting phenomenon of terpene accumulation in plants is that these
compounds are either produced in specific tissues, organs or cell types, or their
biosynthesis appears to be highly regulated. Excellent examples of the former are the
mono- and di-terpenes associated with resins and trichome exudates84-88, and the potent
insecticidal sesquiterpenes that accumulate in glandular ducts of plants like cotton89 .
Control of terpene accumulation by regulation of the relevant biosynthetic enzymes is
probably best illustrated by the induction of sesquiterpene accumulation in pathogenchallenged solanaceous plants40-43 (figure 1.5). Unchallenged tissues and cells shunt
acetyl-CoA units down the mevalonate pathway for the biosynthesis of sterols,
dolichols and other primary isoprenoids, while pathogen- or elicitor-challenged cells

4

suppress sterol biosynthesis and divert up to 20% of the carbon flow into the
biosynthesis of antimicrobial sesquiterpenes90. The induction of this new sesquiterpene
biosynthetic capacity appears to arise from the upregulation of a completely new
branch pathway dedicated to a defense response91, which is simultaneously associated
with a transcriptional and post-transcriptional suppression of the sterol-specific branch
pathway92.

The induction of

sesquiterpene biosynthesis has been shown to be

predominately mediated by transcriptional control of the corresponding genes 77,93.

E. Enzymology of Terpene Cyclases
Progress in understanding the origins of terpenoid diversity over the past fifty
years has predominantly focused on the development of comprehensive enzymatic
models for terpene synthase catalysis94-98. The stereochemical course of terpene cyclase
catalyzed reactions have been extensively studied using stereo-specific, radiolabeled
substrates and rationally designed substrate analogs. This has resulted in a wealth of
information on the transformations of the 10, 15, and 30 carbon isoprenoid
substrates94,95,97,99. Overall, the enzymes have been found to be remarkable for their
control of multiple stereochemical transformations along extensive reaction pathways.
A dramatic example of such catalytic control is found in the enzyme cycloartenol
synthase. Cycloartenol synthase uses the triterpenoid (30 carbon) oxidosqualene as a
substrate and forms the first multicyclic intermediate in the biosynthesis of plant
sterols100. In the cyclization process, eleven bonds are broken, eleven new bonds made,
and nine chiral centers are specified by the cyclase94. The significance of this type of
chemical control is evidenced by the absence of any comparable “one-pot” organic
synthesis methods and recognition that this biosynthetic reaction yields only 1 of
approximately 500 possible stereoisomers (29).
The experimental emphasis in terpene biochemistry has shifted somewhat over
the last 20 years towards the use a new set of tools to better reconcile the function of
terpene synthases with their chemical specialization. In particular, investigations to
connect primary amino acid sequence, resultant tertiary structure, and active site
chemistry have become possible due to major advances in cloning, heterologous
expression, molecular manipulations and X-ray crystallographic techniques. And while
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very significant progress in assessing mechanistic features of monoterpene (for general
review see ref. 97), sesquiterpene (for general review see ref. 95) and triterpene (for
general review see ref. 94) synthases using these new methodologies has occurred, it
would be impossible to adequately review the progress for each class of terpene
synthase. Therefore, the following sections are focused primarily to those advances
with sesquiterpene synthases which are germane to the current thesis work and draw
upon advances with monoterpene and diterpene synthases that are directly related to my
work.
Table 1.1 is a partial list of cloned sesquiterpene synthase genes and those genes
whose gene products, the synthases, have been reasonably well characterized. Equally
important, ten terpene synthases from plants, bacteria, and fungi have been structurally
characterized by x-ray crystallography101-110. Terpene synthases fall into two major
categories of tertiary structures that functionally correlate with whether the enzymes
initiate catalysis upon the ionization of the allylic diphosphate substrate (Class I) or by
proton addition to the substrate (Class II). Class I synthases include monoterpene,
sesquiterpene and diterpene synthases, while Class II include diterpene and triterpene
synthases. No Class II mono- or sesqui-terpene synthases have been identified to date.
The major focus of this thesis will be on the enzymology of the Class I synthases and
centers on the sesquiterpene synthases 5-epi-aristolochene synthase of tobacco (TEAS)
and premnaspirodiene synthase from Hyoscyamus muticus (HPS), each of which forms
three chiral centers upon cyclization of FPP. (The HPS enzyme was originally referred
to as vetispiradiene synthase owing to the vetispirane reaction product generated.
However, the correct vetispirane stereoisomer in the biosynthesis of the Hyoscyamus
muticus

phytoalexin

solavetivone

was

originally

identified

and

named

premnaspirodiene by Rao, Raju, and Krishna111.)

F. TEAS as a model
TEAS was chosen for the current studies based on its ready availability and
previous characterization by the Chappell and related laboratories . Particular attributes
of the TEAS enzyme making it suitable for study include its relative stability upon
purification112, the ease expression in bacteria
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113

, the availability of crystallographic

models for the enzyme101, and

a tractably simple catalytic reaction95,114. Another

reason for studying TEAS is the availability of closely related synthases. In particular,
earlier comparisons and construction of chimeras between TEAS and HPS helped
identify regions of the enzymes that were associated with specific partial reactions in
the putative cyclization events of FPP115.
TEAS may be envisioned as catalyzing two discrete sequential reactions
(Scheme 1.1). The first (I), involves ionization of FPP, intramolecular addition , and
proton elimination forming a stable enzyme-bound intermediate germacrene A. The
second reaction (II), involves protonation of germacrene A, a second cyclization,
methyl migration, and deprotonation. Reaction I has parallels to the mechanisms of
isoprene diphosphate polymerization catalyzed by the well-studied prenyltransferase
farnesyl diphosphate synthase and is the subject of Chapter 2 of this thesis. Reaction II
involves less well-understood biochemistry which forms the basis of Chapters 3-5.

1. Divalent cation requirements, substrate binding, and formation of the
enzyme substrate complex.
All terpene synthases reported up to this time require a divalent cation for
optimal activity in vitro. Sesquiterpene synthases have been reported to prefer Mg2+ in
vitro and usually exhibit half-maximal velocities at 1-2 mM

116-118

. In most cases

examined, Mn2+ supports catalysis at low concentrations (<0.1 mM) but has also been
found to inhibit at concentrations in excess of 1 mM116,118,119. These values, however,
appear to vary with the substrate concentration used. Monoterpene synthases seem to
be less selective in their divalent cation requirements in general97, while those
synthases from gymnosperms appear to represent a unique subclass of terpene synthase
which prefers Mn2+ (or Fe2+), and have an additional K+ ion requirement 120-122.
Subcellular localization is likely to play an in vivo role in metal availability and
therefore has ramifications for terpene synthase activities. Monoterpene and diterpene
synthases have for the most part been localized to plastids (leucoplasts), while
sesquiterpene synthases are believed to be cytosolic enzymes based on a lack of aminoterminal targeting sequences and on cell fractionation studies123,124. Interestingly, the
concentrations of cellular Mg2+ in cultured tobacco cells has been estimated at 2-3
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mM125-127 , but most of this is expected to reside in the vacuole128. Such results raise
questions about how the divalent cation requirement for terpene synthases is actually
met in vivo.
Additional insights into the mechanistic roles for the divalent metals are evident
from the crystallographic studies of TEAS101, pentalenene synthase102, bornyl
diphosphate synthase

129

and trichodiene synthase107. The TEAS enzyme without

substrate analog contains two bound metal ions but the JK and AC loops are
uncoordinated with respect to the rest of the enzyme structure. A third Mg2+ ion is
subsequently observed in the enzyme structure upon binding of the substrate analog
FHP. Only the structure for the apo-form of pentalenene synthase has been determined
and it does not appear to contain any divalent metals. In contrast, the apo-form of
borneyl synthase may contain a single magnesium ion, while synthase complexed with
substrate analog contains three, similar to TEAS. Trichodiene synthase likewise
appears to bind one divalent metal in its apo-form and gains two additional metal cofactors upon binding of substrate analogs.
A detailed kinetic analysis of the metal requirement for any terpene synthase is
lacking. However, in examining the metal requirement of avian prenyltransferase, King
and Rilling determined that the Kd for GPP-Mg+2 was 140 µM and 30 µM for GPPMn+2
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, far below the typical cation concentration needed in optimal synthase assays.

Such observations have supported a general notion that the highly charged diphosphate
head group found on all allylic diphosphates substrates is probably neutralized in
solution by the binding of 2 divalent metal ions, which serve as the true substrate
complex for the synthases.
A nearly perfectly conserved DDxxD motif found in terpene synthases appears
to direct substrate binding via formation of complexes with the metal ions. The idea
that conserved aspartate residues may function in forming salt bridges to phosphate
groups by binding divalent cations was first proposed on the basis of sequence
homologies found for phosphotransfersases131. A similar function was proposed for the
terpene

synthases

when

yeast

hexaprenyl

diphopsphate

synthase

and

PHB:polyprenyltransferase (involved in ubiquinone (coenzyme Q) synthesis) were
found to share the sequence (I,L,V)xDDxxD with human and yeast FPPS132,133. FPPS
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contains two DDxxD motifs which reside on opposite sides of the mouth to the active
site103. A single DDxxD motif appears in nearly all type I terpene cyclases. Exceptions
to the canonical sequence are found in non-plant cyclases, aristolochene synthase
(DDxxE)134 and germacradienol synthase (DDxxxD)135.

X-ray crystallography of

FPPS103, EAS101, trichodiene synthase107, bornyl diphophate synthase129 have
demonstrated that these aspartates are indeed involved in diphosphate binding via the
coordination of magnesium ions. Although sesquiterpene and monoterpenes synthases
have only one DDxxD motif, TEAS does contain a DDxxT sequence at the spatially
equivalent position of the second DDxxD sequence observed in the yeast FPPS101.
Mutagenesis of the DDxxD motif has revealed that conservative substitution of
the last aspartate to glutamate has minimal effects, whereas any alteration of the first
aspartate strongly compromises the synthase enzyme activity136-138. Mutation of the
first aspartate has also been associated with a significant change in the reaction product
profile, usually resulting in less complex products136-138. Moreover, Cane and coworkers have extensively investigated the role of the DDxxD motif in trichodiene
synthase, a sesquiterpene synthase of fungal origin108,139, and have documented that
when the first aspartate is mutated to glutamate (TS-D100E), the reaction product
profile was significantly altered, including a novel product isochamigrene136,140.
Unfortunately, clear interpretation of this mutant is hampered by the mutated
trichodiene synthase being severely compromised, having a catalytic turnover rate only
1/10 of the wildtype enzyme and at least a 10-fold lower affinity for its substrate.
With regards to a possible mechanistic role of divalent cations for catalysis in
terpene synthases, it is possible that the two divalent cations normally associated with
FPP in solution are required for initial substrate binding and that the third provides
electrostatic interactions required for ionization of the substrate. The third ion may also
serve as a trigger in conjunction with R466 to coordinate loop closure over the active
site, thus creating the third metal binding and ensuring that ionization occurs
subsequent to protection of the substrate from the solvent.
Scheme 1.1 illustrates a chemical rationalization for the conversion of FPP to 5epi-aristolochene as it is has been proposed to occur in a TEAS mediated reaction95,114
After initial substrate binding, the overall reaction is readily divided into partial
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reactions or steps and these fall logically into three separate catalytic events. The first is
initiated by the ionization of the diphosphate substituent and ends with a proton
abstraction and formation of germacrene A. The second series of partial reactions is
initiated by a proton addition to the germacrene A intermediate, which promotes a
second round of cyclization events resulting in the biosynthesis of 5-epi-aristolochene.
The last catalytic event needing to be considered is the release of the 5-epiaristolochene product, a hydrophobic molecule, from the enzyme active site into the
aqueous environment surrounding the TEAS enzyme. Each of these catalytic
transformations thus represents putative but discrete activities of the synthase enzyme
and activities that should be amenable to experimental testing. The next three sections
of this chapter therefore present background information concerning each of these
catalytic events with the aim of providing sufficient justification for an experimental
probing of each.

2. Reaction I: ionization / addition / elimination
Several experimental approaches have suggested that subsequent to FPP
binding, terpene cyclases catalyze reactions directly analogous to the condensation
reaction catalyzed by farnesyl diphosphate synthase, FPPS (Scheme 1.2) 95,141-143. Two
major lines of evidence support this contention. First, a substrate analog having
diphosphate substituents at both ends of the molecule is readily cyclized by FPPS143.
Second, incubation of FPPS with FPP under somewhat extreme conditions can also
give rise to cyclic reaction products142.
Seminal work on FPPS established that the condensation of isoprenoid
diphosphates by these enzymes occurs by a stepwise ionization-addition-elimination
mechanism144-147. A key piece of evidence is that when protons at C2 (or 10-methyl)
position are replaced with fluorine, these substrate analogs are turned over at much
slower rate than those with hydrogens. The strong electron withdrawing effect of the
fluorine is believed to impede the formation of the allylic carbocation at C1 by partially
eliminating resonance stabilization. If the catalyzed reaction were a typical
displacement type reaction (SN2), then the substituted fluorine analogs would be
expected have little bearing on the rate of displacement144. Evidence for an initial
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ionization catalyzed by monoterpene cylases has similarly been demonstrated using 2flourogeranyl diphosphate and 2-flourolinalyl diphosphate148
As already mentioned above, dependence of terpene synthases on divalent
cations, solvolytic models149,150, and the evidence for an electrophylic mechanism
147

144-

has given rise to the suggestion that the cations serve to neutralize the development

of negative charge on diphosphate, thus driving substrate heterolysis. Additionally, Xray crystallographic data on TEAS have shown that when substrate analogs are bound,
amino acids R266 and R441 translate nearer to the diphosphate moiety101. Interestingly,
the inward translation of R266 is also coupled to the formation of an apparent hydrogen
bond between R266 and the second aspartate of the DDxxD motif101, thus providing a
temporal connection between metal binding and the initiation of catalysis.
Ionization of farnesyl diphosphate results in the generation of a highly reactive
allylic carbocation which has any number of fates. At this point in the catalytic cascade,
some synthases allow isomerization about the C2-C3 double bond, from a trans
configuration to a cis configuration. The energetic barrier to rotation of the allylic
cation is >12 kCal/mol97,151, which precludes direct formation of the cis configuration.
Therefore, much effort has been made to understand the mechanism of C2-C3 bond
isomerization. The accepted model involves the ionized diphosphate group migrating to
C3 and forming a tertiary allylic diphosphate, thereby allowing free rotation about the
newly formed C2-C3 sigma bond (Scheme 1.3). This mechanism has been supported
though the use of substrate analogs by both monoterpene and sesquiterpene
synthases152-155. The question remains, however, as to whether synthases control
isomerization via control of the formation of a tertiary diphosphate or instead by
controlling the conformation the tertiary diphosphate itself.
Such isomerization gives rise to a large contingent of cis (Z) bond containing
molecules such as cadinanes, bisabolanes, amorphanes, and cedranes. Sesquiterpene
synthases cloned which produce such terpenoids are (+)delta-cadanene synthase,
amorpha-4,11-diene synthase, epi-cedrol synthase, from plants and trichodiene
synthase from fungi. An attempt to examine the turnover of nerolidyl diphosphate
(NPP), the tertiary diphosphate isomer of FPP, by delta-cadinene synthase has been
made156. Theoretically, one NPP enatiomer which represents the true intermediate
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should be selectively turned over at faster rates than FPP, as has been shown for a
number of monoterpene cyclases. The 3R form was claimed to be the preferred form,
yet the turnover of this enantiomer was ten times slower than with FPP and, while
product fidelity was 98% for wild type, the products of (3R)-NPP turnover were
significantly diversified, giving only 62% delta-cadinene156. (the interpretation of the
authors was significantly more positive based on the overall conservation of kcat/KM
which was essentially the same for FPP and (3R)-NPP (0.004 s-1) due to a ten fold
decrease in apparent KM and the reduced fidelity was explained as catalytic versatility.)
The addition reaction entails the positioning of the newly formed allylic cation
(whether cisoid or transoid) such that double bond pi electrons can flow to the positive
center at C1, forming a cyclic carbocation. Cyclization via the intramolecular addition
of a carbocationic center to a double bond does not require much activation (zero to a
few kcal mol-1) and are highly exothermic (∆E ≈ 20 kcal mol-1)94,157.
The high fidelity of the terpene synthases means that these enzymes must select
specific reaction coordinates while providing a means of preventing self-alkylation.
The observation of aromatic residues surrounding the active site of TEAS and
pentalanene synthase initially led to the proposition that the carbocation intermediates
were steered via cation-pi interactions158 involving phenylalanines, tryptophans, and/or
tyrosine residues. Chemical models support this contention. For instance, quadrapole
stabilization has been proposed as a force in the receptor-mediated binding of
acetylcholine based on the observation that a synthetic receptor made of a cage of
aromatic rings binds the positively charged neurotransmitter with µM affinity159.
Following C1-C10 bond formation, a proton on the terminal cis-methyl of the
isopropenyl group is specifically eliminated, resulting in the generation of germacrene
A. The specificity for this elimination was previously demonstrated by D. Schenk and
R. Coates (D. Schenk, Ph.D. thesis, University of Illinois), who observed the loss of
deuterium and tritium from terminally-labeled FPP upon incubation with TEAS
(Scheme 1.2). While there has been some debate about the role of D525 in this
abstraction process, current discussions still favors this role for D525. Lastly, the
intermediacy of germacrene A has been substantiated via mutagenesis of an active site
residue. Mutation of tyrosine 520 to a phenylalanine resulted in a mutant synthase that
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apparently produced only germacrene A 160 .

3. Reaction II: protonation / addition / rearrangement / deprotonation
The re-initation of catalysis by prtonation of germacrene A remains an
interesting and as yet unresolved issue. Germacrenes are rather unstable molecules in
large part because of double bonds facing one another across the A ring. These paired
double bonds serve to stabilize transition states that can result in relative easy reprotonation and facile intramolecular cyclization, or rearrangements leading to terminal
products such as β-elemene161,162. Indeed, intramolecular cyclization of germacrenes
proceeds easily under simple acidic conditions in solution163-165. Hence, positioning of a
proton in close proximity to the germacrene A intermediate is anticipated as sufficient
for TEAS to re-initiate the second round of cyclization reactions.
Based on substrate analog farnesy hyroxyphosphponate (FHP) electron density
observed the 5EAT crystal, Starks et al. proposed that Y520 might provide this proton,
via a proton shuttle involving D525 and D444. This suggestion was subsequently tested
by mutation of Y520 to phenylalanine, resulting in the Y520F mutant which produced
exclusively germacrene A at pH 7.8 160. While such data supported the intermediacy of
germacrene A in the reaction mechanism, several lines of evidence have questioned the
proposed role of Y520 as the proton donor. The first observation contrary to the
proposed role for Y520 was the kinetic data provided by Rising et al.160. If the role of
Y520 in catalysis is simply addition of a proton to germacrene A, then one would
expect the Y520F mutant to be kinetically comparable if not superior to the wildtype
enzyme.

A second, more recent discovery is that 5-epi-aristolochene is actually

released by this mutant but was undetected due to the low injector temperature on the
GC used to prevent cope-rearrangement of germacrene A to β-elemene. And even more
recently, both the Chappell (University of Kentucky) and Noel (Salk Institute)
laboratories have both found that 5-epi-aristolochene synthesis by the Y520F mutant is
pH dependent. At pHs 7.0 and lower, 5-epi-aristolochene is the major product. Taken
together, these recent observations suggest that Y520 may not serve as the proton donor
to re-initiate the second round of catalysis and argue that another residue may play this
role.
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According to the proposed mechanism, germacrene A readily undergoes an
intramolecular cyclization, followed by a 1,2 hydride shift forming the eudesmyl
carbocation (Scheme 1.1). While there is little direct experimental evidence to support
this rearrangement, this rationalization is consistent with the types of non-enzymatic
rearrangements observed with germacranes in solution163-165. The eudesmyl carbocation
at this point in the reaction is subject to a wide range of rearrangement possibilities that
could give rise to various structural classes of sesquiterpenoids, including eudesmanes,
eremophilanes, vetispiranes, and spirojatamanes166 (Figure 1.6)
5-epi-aristolochene is eremophilane-type sesquiterpene and is notable because
this is the class of terpenoid which was recognized early on as an exception to the
“isoprene rule” formulated by Wallach and validated by Ruzicka15. This rule was
instrumental in clarifying how the biosynthesis of sterols and terpenoids was derived
from isoprene units. The structureof eremophilanes are partially inconsistent with this
rule in that a methyl group is out of place or order (Figure 1.7). It was the NMR study
of capsidiol biosynthesis via the incorporation [1,2-13C2] acetate into elicited pepper
fruits167,168, which established that the reason for this anomaly is a 1,2 methyl
migration. The present knowledge of the absolute configuration of the (+) 5-epiaristolochene114,169, stereochemical course of the reaction170, and structure of the
synthase101, provides an excellent opportunity to understand how this “anomaly” and
diversification of isoprenoid biosynthesis comes about.
The Hyoscyamus muticus premnaspirodiene synthase, HPS, catalyzes a very
similar reaction to TEAS except for a slight variation in the second to last step of
catalysis. Instead of the methyl migration from carbon 7 (FPP numbering) to carbon 2
on the opposite side of the bicyclic structure, carbon 8 on the α-face migrates to form a
spirane structure. From homology modeling, HPS appears to have identical residues
lining the active site as TEAS, suggesting that product specificity is defined by residues
outside the active site. Such a suggestion is consistent with the previous domain
swapping results of Back and Chappell115, although they were not able to define the
spatial orientation of domains without the benefit of the TEAS crystal structure. The
selection of which bonds rearrange to produce the different sesquiterpene classes is
defined by the peri-perpendicular rule which requires that the conformation of the
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eudesmyl cation and positioning of sp2 orbitals, dictated by the geometry of the cyclase
active site (allowing requisite anti or syn orbital alignments) and possibly other
electrostatic interactions within the active site, direct the subsequent methyl or
methylene rearrangement171.
After rearrangement has occurred, a eremophilyl cation (in EAS) or vetispiryl
cation (in HPS) eliminates a proton via a stereo-electronically preferred pathway.
Schenk and Coates have demonstrated that this occurs syn to the migrating bond,
meaning that both migration and elimination occur on the same face of the molecule170.
Tryptophan 273, a highly conserved residue in all terpene synthases, was originally
proposed as the amino acid residue within the active site assisting in this
deprotonation101. This was rationalized because the proton vicinal to the carbocation
on C7 (FPP numbering) is relatively labile, and there is a chemical precedent for the
formation of a positive arenium ion by electrophilic aromatic substitutions of indole
ring systems172.

4. PRODUCT RELEASE
The final step in epi-arisotochene synthesis is the release of the hydrophilic
product from the relatively hydrophobic pocket. The limiting nature of this step for
overall catalysis has been addressed in pre-steady state kinetic studies of several
sesquiterpene synthases155,173. These studies demonstrated rapid burst phase kinetics
suggestive of rapid product accumulation in the active site, followed by a much slower
release of product. Although such an interpretation was in concordance with the earlier
determined steady-state kcat values, the validity of this interpretation relied on the
subjective assignment of catalytic processes to the observed rate phenomena. Hence,
conclusions from the pre-steady-state analyses probably need to be corroborated by
additional experimental work. For example, these kinetic studies should be repeated
where experimental conditions are perturbed and the outcome on calculated kinetic
constants verified.
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5. FUNCTIONALIZATION BY “TAILORING” ENZYMES
Terpeneoid diversity is further expanded by functionalization of the
hydrocarbon structures formed by the terpene cyclases. A goal of this thesis was in part
to begin to understand how cyclases and such “tailoring” enzymes might interact by
reconstituting the capsidiol biosynthetic pathway in vitro174. 5-epi-aristolochene is
functionalized by a cytochrome P450 enzyme which stereo and regio-specifically
inserts two hydroxyl groups77. Plant P450 enzymes known to catalyze regiospecific
monohydroxylation

of

carbocyclic

structures

include

limonene

3-

and

6-

hydroxylases175, cinnamate 4-hydroxylase176, tyrosine N-hydroxylase177, ferulate 5hydroxylase178,179, taxane 10- and 13-hydroxylases180,181, and several of the enzymes for
DIMBOA biosynthesis in maize182. Flavonoid 3',5'-hydroxlase, however, is the only
other plant cytochrome P450 yet documented to catalyze regiospecific

hydroxylations

at two positions within a ring system, the B ring for several anthocyanin biosynthetic
intermediates183,184. Yet, even flavonoid 3',5'-hydroxylase differs from EAH in that it
catalyzes the insertion of hydroxyl groups into a planar aromatic ring structure, whereas
EAH mediates regio- and stereospecific hydroxylations (i.e., different faces of a ring
system) at the C1 and C3 positions of 5-epi-aristolochene. The EAH activity is unique
in other aspects also. For example, although the enzyme is able to accept
monohydroxylated forms of aristolochene (1- and 3-deoxycapsidiol) as substrate, very
little monohydroxylated intermediate is released from the enzyme when 5-epiaristolochene is supplied as substrate77.
A major goal in the Chappell laboratory is to better define as many of the
structural, functional, and mechanistic features of the EAH enzyme as possible. For this
purpose, studies to examine substrate specificity

185,186

, studies to define domains or

amino acids within putative substrate recognition regions187 of the enzyme that
contribute to regio- and stereoselectivity188, and even studies to probe how the
interaction between terpene synthase enzyme and EAH might influence catalysis are
anticipated. As such, facility in performing enzyme activity assays is of importance and
is needed to overcome a number of limitations. Probably the most important limitations
include difficulties in obtaining suitable substrates and substrate analogs without
arduous organic synthesis efforts, finding suitable means for introducing hydrophobic
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substrates into aqueous solutions, and providing sensitive and rapid means for
measuring EAH enzyme activities.

Reengineering Enzymes
A major thrust of this thesis has been the redesign of 5-epi-aristolochene
synthase using a rational strategy guided by structural and genetic data. These efforts
included the re-design of synthase specific for a novel terpene, and the complete
transmutation of a synthase from one product specificity to another. The relative
significance of this work cannot, however, be considered without an appreciation for
the broader context of enzyme engineering.
The advent of facile mutagenesis techniques, multiple host expression systems
and affinity purification techniques for recombinant proteins has resulted in rapid
advances in enzyme engineering over the last decade or so. Some of the enzymes
subject to significant reengineering efforts have been proteases189, glutathione
tranferase190, beta-lactamase191 and aminotransferases192, with aims of optimizing or
enhancing inherent catalytic capabilities or adding new catalytic functions to the
existing enzymes. Successful examples include optimization of thermostability, pH
tolerance, and catalytic rates, and even changing metal ion specificities193. Redirecting
of enzymatic chemistry or the introduction of new catalytic activities has been more
elusive. Nonetheless, glutathione S-transferase has been re-engineered by rational
mutagenesis of active site residues to accept alkenal substrates to catalyze Michael
additions rather than nucleophilic substitution of aromatic substrates

194,195

. Another

interesting example of altering catalytic activity is the conversion of dopa
decarboxylase into an oxidative deaminase by a single point mutation196.
A long range goal in enzyme re-engineering is to use computational
methodologies to reduce the sequence space that needs to be considered and to limit the
number of iterative cycles of mutagenesis necessary to achieve a desired outcome. An
example of success using this strategy is the recent development of thioredoxin as a
catalyst for the histidine-mediated hydrolysis of p-nitrophenylacetate197. Hayes et al.
also employed a computational means to generate a limited set of random mutants in
beta-lactamase, from which a mutant conferring a 1,280-fold increase in bacterial
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resistance to cefotaxime was obtained191.
The major methods for enzyme engineering are point mutagenesis, domain
swapping, and directed evolution (DNA shuffling, molecular breeding)198. Domain
swapping has been successfully used to engineer terpene synthases with reaction
product diversification115 as well as to map functional domains for other terpene
biosynthetic enzymes188, but this method has not resulted in the creation of new
catalytic activities in these enzymes115,199. In contrast, homology based engineering
which consists of comparative analyses of closely related enzyme followed by directed
mutagenesis has shown good promise in this regard. A human glutathione transferase,
for example, was converted from a peroxidase type activity into a steroid isomerase 190.
A major question for the terpene synthases is whether loops would need to be
altered (or swapped) in order to control active site chemistry. If so, future directed
design could be significantly complicated, whereas if mutations affecting product
specificity only reside internally the system is more limited and amenable to design.
Indeed, loops were shown to be critical in the classic conversion of trypsin to
chymotrypsin189. A second consideration is whether salt-bridges which secure the ends
of the alpha-barrel alpha-helicies would need to be altered. Both of these difficulties
were considered due to the observation that the active site residues in HPS and EAS
were apparently identical. Residue substitutions both in the catalytic pocket and at a
distance from the pocket were found necessary to convert aspartate aminotrasferase to a
valine-specific aminotransferase192.
Engineering terpene synthases for high fidelity catalytic variants is not as
obvious as for some other enzyme systems. The modular nature of polyketide
biosynthesis, for example, has provided a powerful scaffold for product diversification
strategies which have yielded numerous novel products200. Terpene product diversity
has been altered in a few notable instances, but for the most part mutagenesis has
resulted in either abbreviation or slight extension of a native reaction pathway137,160 201205

. These mutants are for the most part greatly compromised in their catalytic

performance as reflected by distorted kinetic constants. δ-selinene and γ-humulene
synthases, which produce 30 different products each, have altered product distributions
when mutated at positions analogous to Y520 and D444 of TEAS, yet are rather low
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efficiency enzymes137. Perhaps more notable successes have been the site-directed
mutagenesis of prenyltransferases and the creation of transferases capable of generating
prenyl chain differences without compromising catalytic activity201-205 , as well as the
conversion of a triterpene synthase, B-amyrin synthase, to a lupeol synthase206.

G. Thesis Work
This thesis examines the origins of isoprenoid diversity as represented by my
work presented in the following chapters. First, an alternate substrate is employed
which demonstrates that there are probably only minor differences between the
monoterpene and sesquiterpene cyclases (Chapter 2). This work also shows how this
promiscuous substrate turnover will help to dissect those structural elements of terpene
synthases that catalize the enigmatic isomerization reaction. Secondly, a rationally
designed mutagenesis approach was developed and used to determine the variations in
sequence space which define reaction coordinates in sesquiterpene synthases (Chapter
3). TEAS was also fully transmutated into a premnaspirodiene synthase by mining the
sequence comparison of HPS to TEAS and mapping differences onto a structural model
(Chapter 4). Chapter 5 illustrates how my experimental understanding of terpene
synthase mechanics could be tested by predicting features in a putative synthase, then
verifying this by cloning and characterizing valencene synthase from Citrus x paradisi.
The coupling of terpene synthases with subsequent tailoring enzymes was examined in
Chapter 6 as a first step in establishing a system to study the interactions between
terpene biosynthetic enzymes. The final chapter of my thesis summaries my results
with respect to the major question of how terpenoids diversity is manifested and closes
by proposing the new challenges arising from my work.
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Table 1.1 Cloned and characterized sesquiterpene synthases.

Major Product
valencene
premnaspirodiene
germacrene C
germacrene A
epi-cedrol
E (beta)farnesene
beta-caryophyllene

Source
angiosperm
Citrus x paridisi
Hyoscyamus muticus
Lycopersicon esculentum
Chicorium intybus L.
Artemisia annua
Mentha x piperita
Artemisia annua

amorpha-4,11-diene
Artemisia annua
1
(+)delta-cadinene*
Gossypium arboreum
(+)5-epi-aristolochene* Nicotiana tabaccum
gymnosperm
gamma-humulene
Abies grandis
delta-selinene
Abies grandis
(E)-alpha-bisabolene
Abies grandis
bacterial
germacradienol
Streptomyces coelicolor
pentalanene*
Streptomyces Uc5319
fungal
(+) aristolochene*
Penicillium roqueforti
trichodiene*
Fusarium sportrichioides
* structure solved
1
structure unpublished
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Year Authors
2003 Greenhagen, this thesis
1995 Back and Chappell207
1998 Colby et al.208
2002 Bouwmeester209
1999 Mercke et al.210
1997 Crock et al.211
2002 Cai et al. 212
Mercke et al.213, Chang et
2000 al.214
1995 Chen et al.215
1992 Facchini and Chappell216
1998 Steele et al.217
1998 Steele et al. 217
1998 Bohlmann et al. 218
2003 Cane et al. 135
1994 Cane et al.219
1993 Proctor and Hohn134
1989 Hohn and Beremand220

Figure 1.1 Biosynthetic origins of isoprenoids.
Prenyltransferases act to generate different length isoprenoid diphosphates by the
addition of IPP. These are then manipulated by terpene synthases (cutaway of terpene
synthase fold inset) to form various terpenes.
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HO

Figure 1.2 The isoprene rule helps explain the biosynthetic origins of cholesterol.
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Figure 1.3 A few representative sesquiterpenoids.
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Figure 1.4 Variations of internal addition reactions leading to diverse
sequiterpenoid classes.
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Figure 1.5 Regulation and compartmentalization of isoprenoid pathways.
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Figure 1.6 Classes of sesquiterpenoid that may have the eudesmyl carbocation as a
common intermediate.
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Figure 1.7 Eremophilene does not contain contiguous isoprene units.
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Scheme 1.1 Proposed mechanism for 5-epi-aristolochene biosynthesis by TEAS.
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Scheme 1.2 Similarities between prenyltransfrase and terpene cyclase catalyzed
reactions.
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Scheme 1.3 Mechanism for isomerization of the 2,3 double bond of isoprenoids.
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CHAPTER 2 Mechanistic insights into substrate specificity, ionization, and
isomerization of prenyl diphosphates revealed by monoterpene synthase activities
inherent in sesquiterpene synthases
Introduction
Class I terpene synthases initiate catalysis by ionization of allylic isoprenoid
substrates and play key roles in diverting carbon into secondary metabolites classified
within two major families of terpenes, monoterpenes (10 carbons) and sesquiterpenes
(15 carbons)221. Interestingly, the crystal structures of plant monoterpene129

and

sesquiterpene101 synthases exhibit extensive structural similarities suggesting key
structure-function relationships that may be conserved between the two classes of
synthase221. However, this apparent functional conservation raises interesting questions
about how these enzymes might discriminate between their highly similar substrates,
geranyl diphosphate (GPP) and farnesyl diphosphate (FPP). For instance, a number of
reports have shown that GPP is turned over by FPP specific synthases210,211,217,218 ,
which the work of Bohlmann et al.218 suggests could arise as a function of a metal cofactor requirement. Thus, two important issues are: 1. is there a relationship between
metal identity and substrate selectivity? and 2. can the turnover of the smaller substrate
provide insights into the complex mechanisms by which sesquiterpene synthases
convert isoprenoid diphosphates into terpenoids?
Up to this time, the enzymatic activities of sesquiterpene synthases with GPP as
substrate have seemed somewhat uninformative, consistently characterized as occurring
at relatively low rates and generating simple, usually cyclic monoterpene reaction
products

210,211,217,218

. In contrast, rationally designed substrate analogs have been

instrumental in defining steps for terpene synthase catalysis. For instance, a
cyclopropyl analog of GPP was used by Wheeler and Croteau to demonstrate migration
of the diphosphate substituent to C3 by trapping the analogous tertiary homoallylic
diphosphate222. Likewise, Cane and Tsantrizos provided evidence for the intermediacy
of the macrocyclic germacrene A in aristolochene biosynthesis using 6,7-dihydro-FPP
which could not undergo a second round of intramolecular cyclization223. Other non-
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cyclizable analogs have also been used to probe the mechanism of C2-C3 bond
isomerization in both monoterpenes synthases224,225 and a sesquiterpene synthase152.
Although significant evidence and conclusions are possible from these studies, it is
important to note that substrate analogs often have considerably different geometries
than the normal substrates GPP and FPP. Therefore, these analogs are likely to interact
with the active site pocket of the synthase enzymes differently than the natural
substrates.
The experiments presented in this chapter demonstrate that once the turnover
rate of GPP is optimized for several plant sesquiterpene synthases, 5-epi-aristolochene
synthase (TEAS), premnaspirodiene synthase (HPS), and amorpha-4,11-diene synthase
(ADS), careful analysis of the reaction products can be used to provide insight into
several of the initial catalytic events. In particular, GPP turnover is analyzed with
regard to substrate specificity, formation of the ES complex, ionization, and
isomerization activities. This information is then used to gain a better appreciation for
each of the catalytic steps and to infer mechanisms and enzyme features that control
reaction product diversification.

Materials and Methods
Chemicals. [1-3H] farnesyl diphosphate was purchased from New England Nuclear. [13

H] geranyl diphosphate was purchased from American Radiolabeled Chemicals Inc.

Farnesyl diphosphate (FPP) and geranyl diphosphate (GPP) were purchased from
Echelon Biosciences Inc. Monoterpene standards beta-myrcene, linalool, geraniol, (R)(+)-limonene, terpineol (principally alpha) were purchased from Sigma Chemical
company. All other Chemicals were purchased form either Sigma Chemical Co. or
Fisher Scientific Co.
Expression Constructs. TEAS101, ADS210, HPS173, and EAS-Y520F160 pET28b
(Novagen) expression vector constructs used in this work have been previously
described. The EAS-Y527F mutant was prepared similarly to the EAS-Y520F
mutant160. Mutations were verified by automated nucleotide sequencing using the
BigDye terminator method (ABI).
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Bacterial Expression and Purification of Recombinant EAS, HPS, and ADS.
Recombinant proteins bearing hexa-histidine tags were expressed in E. coli, and
purified from cell lysates by chromatography over Ni+-affinity resin. In brief, BL21
(DE3) cells (Novagen) were transformed with the various expression constructs and
selected on solid LB medium containing kanamycin. A colony of bacteria harboring a
particular construct was then used to inoculate kanamycin supplemented LB liquid
medium to prepare an overnight starter culture. Two mL aliquots of the starter cultures
were used to inoculate baffled Erlenmeyer flasks containing 300 mL Terrific broth
supplemented with 50 µg/mL kanamycin. These cultures were shaken for
approximately 3 hrs. (to OD600≈1.2) before expression of the synthase gene was
induced by addition of IPTG to 0.1 mM. After five hours of shaking at 200 RPM and
25°C (30°C for ADS), cells were collected by centrifugation (5 min at 5000 x g) and
stored at -80°C until used. The cells were thawed and resuspended in 20 mL of cold
buffer A (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 0.5 M NaCl, 5 mM imidazole), followed by
sonication (75% maximum power, 3 x 30 s pulses) on ice. The lysates were centrifuged
at 3900 x g for 20 min, passed through a syringe filter (0.45 µm cutoff) and applied to a
2 mL column of His-Bind Ni2+-affinity resin (Novagen) that had been equilibrated with
column binding buffer. The columns were washed with 10 mL of buffer A containing
25 mM imidazole, then eluted with 4 mL buffer A containing 125 mM imidazole and
dialyzed at 4° C against four changes of 1 L of 50 µM HEPES, pH 7.5, 5 mM MgCl2, 1
µM DTT. Protein was quantified by the Bradford method using IgG (BIORAD) as a
quantitative standard.
Preperation of Divalent Metal-Free Enzymes. Metal-free enzymes were prepared by
adding 0.6 g EDTA to 2 mL of enzyme sample and occasional swirling for 1h on ice.
After a brief centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 5 min, the supernatant was dialyzed in
6000 dalton FW cutoff dialysis tubing against four changes of 1L of metal free buffer at
4°C (20mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1mM DTT). Activity was negligible in a sesquiterpene
synthase activity assay after this procedure, but fully restored in reactions containing 40
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mM MgCl2. After dialysis, enzyme solutions were adjusted to 50% glycerol and stored
at -80°C.
Preparation of Isoprenoid Diphosphate Substrates. The substrate stocks were
prepared from solid isoprenoid diphosphates, and used to dilute the specific activity of
[1-3H] GPP or [1-3H] FPP from different sources. Radiolabeled substrates were
normalized by extracting contaminating alcohols, then hydrolyzing aliquots of the
preparation to verify the release of the appropriate amount of radioactivity. Stocks of
GPP or FPP were prepared in 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate, radiolabel added ([1-3H]
GPP or [1-3H] FPP), and these solutions were then gently extracted against pentane in
order to remove any contaminating radiolabeled hydrocarbons and alcohols. Small
aliquots of each preparation were hydrolyzed with 1.8 M H2SO4 at 25°C for two hours,
the radiolabeled alcohols partitioned into hexane and an aliquot counted with a liquid
scintillation counter to confirm the release of the expected amount radioactivity.
Assays for Monoterpene and Sesquiterpene Synthase Activity. Enzyme assays were
modified slightly from the previously reported method, which is based on the
conversion

of

isoprenoid

diphosphates

substrates

into

relatively

non-polar

hydrocarbons and alcohols. Reactions (excepting optimization assays which were
modified as described below) were typically 50 µL in size and contained 20 mM TrisHCl, pH 7.8, 20 mM FPP, 0.1µCi 3H-FPP, 2% glycerol and 50 nM synthase. The
reactions were initiated by the introduction of substrate, incubated at 25°C or 30°C for
exactly 10 min, terminated by the addition of an equal volume of ice cold 0.2 M KOH,
0.1 M EDTA and then placed on ice. The terminated reactions were then extracted with
200 µL of hexane. Fifty µL of hexane was counted directly in a scintillation counter as
a measure of total conversion, while 100 µL was treated with 20 mg of silica to remove
any oxygenated species, then the radioactivity in 50 µL of this silica scrubbed hexane
was determined. Activities were calculated as conversions of substrate to extractable
radiolabel. Metal dependence assays were performed as above except that solutions of
divalent metal ion chlorides, MnCl2 or MgCl2 were added to the reaction mixtures prior
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to substarate. The pH optimization assays were performed using a four buffer system (5
mM each: TRIS, HEPES, PIPES, and MES) adjusted with HCl to indicated pHs.
Product Identification. Reaction product identification was based on a combination of
comparative gas chromatography and more absolutely by mass spectrometry.
Preparative reactions were performed in 2.5 mL and contained 200 mM Tris-HCl, pH
7.8, 200 µM FPP, 500 nM EAS or ADS, and 2 µM MnCl2 for GPP reactions. Reactions
were overlaid with 1 mL of pentane and incubated at 25°C for one hour. The reactions
were terminated by vortexing, followed by a second pentane extraction, pooling the
extracts, and concentrating the extracts approximately 200-fold on ice under a gentle
stream of nitrogen before analysis.
Samples were analyzed by GC using a HP5890 equipped with a capillary HP-5
column (Crosslinked 5% PH ME Silicone, 30 m x 0.32 mm x 0.25 micron film
thickness) using He as the carrier gas (flow rate 3.0 mL) and an FID detector at 280°C.
The samples were injected at 250°C while the oven temperature was held at 60°C for
30 s, followed by an 8°C temperature ramp to 160°C. Monoterpene products were
identified by reference to available standards, a standardized mass spectrum library
(NIST), and co-migration with co-injected standards. The only exception was cisocimene, which was identified by spectrum matching alone. Chiral phase separation
was performed with the same HP5890 gas chromatograph using all the same settings
and a J&W CyclosilB column (β-cyclodextrin 30 m x 0.250 mm x 0.25 micron film
thickness). Injection port temperature was 250°C, the initial oven temperature held
constant at 70°C for 30 s, then ramped to 150°C at a rate of 5°C per min. The
assignment of linalool configuration at C3 was made by reference to Jia et al.
Lewinsohn et al.

227

226

and

, both of which reported the S enantiomer to migrate slower than

the R form on β-cyclodextrin capillary columns of the same dimensions.

Results
Metal Dependence of Sesquiterpene and Monoterpene Synthase Activities in EAS
During initial efforts to characterize the 5-epi-aristolochene synthase (TEAS)
activity, a relatively low level of monoterpene synthase-like activity was observed.
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Because we suspected that the monoterpene synthase reaction products could be
informative, an attempt to optimize and validate the monoterpene synthase activity was
made. The monoterpene synthase activity of TEAS is dependent on the amount of
synthase enzyme, and very little if any of the activity is evident with denatured enzyme.
In addition, the activity profile of TEAS with either substrate was essentially constant
within the pH 6.5 to 7.8 range (data not shown). Both of these results are consistent
with the measured monoterpene synthase activity arising from bona fide enzymatic
activity of TEAS and not a chemically induced solvolysis.
The dependence of substrate turnover by TEAS on manganese and magnesium
concentration for FPP and GPP are shown in figure 2.2. Reactions containing Mg2+ at
concentrations greater than 0.2 mM give reaction rates about one order of magnitude
greater for FPP than for GPP. However, when concentrations less than 1 mM of Mn2+
were used, GPP was turned over at rates more comparable to FPP. At very low metal
concentrations (less than 100 µM), only manganese stimulated substrate turnover for
both FPP and GPP. Magnesium did not support significant turnover of either substrate
at these lower concentrations. These results parallel previous findings that magnesium
dependence of sesquiterpene synthases exhibits saturation kinetics only with FPP228 ,
while monoterpene synthase tend to utilize either metal97.
The concentration of divalent metal ion needed to stimulate catalysis for either
GPP or FPP was calculated as the KA values229 (half-maximal velocity of activation) for
each metal.

Due to the inhibition of catalysis of FPP at the higher manganese

concentration, the KA for the manganese dependence was obtained by fitting the initial
portion of the Mn2+ dependence curve. The estimated KA for Mn2+ was nearly the same
for both substrates (≈0.031 mM), which is equivalent to the Kd value for the manganese
salt of GPP determined by King and Rilling130. The KA for Mg2+ was also similar for
both substrates (≈ 3 mM), however this is far above the Kd for the magnesium salt of
GPP (0.130 mM)130.
The maximum velocities of the reactions were metal dependent as well. The
Vmax for the FPP:Mn2+ reaction was 2-3 fold greater than the Vmax for the FPP:Mg2+
reaction. The Vmax for the GPP:Mn2+ reaction was also about two fold higher than the
GPP:Mg2+ reaction. Nonetheless, the Vmax for FPP was significantly greater than the
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Vmax for GPP regardless of metal species. Reactions of TEAS with GPP in the presence
of optimal MnCl2 and various concentrations of KCl, which was previously shown to
enhance the velocities of some Mn2+ dependent coniferous monoterpene synthases

217

,

did not influence the overall reaction rates.

EAS and HPS catalyze the synthesis of mostly acyclic monoterpenoids while ADS
synthesizes mostly cyclic monoterpenes
Using the optimal conditions established above for the EAS: Mn2+: GPP
reaction, the reaction products synthesized by EAS, HPS, and, ADS were examined by
gas chromatography and identified by mass spectrometry. The actual GC traces for
products synthesized by TEAS and ADS are shown in figure 2.3 and summarized in
table 2.1 along with values reported in the literature for several other sesquiterpene
synthases as well as the solvolysis products of GPP and LPP.
The monoterpene reaction products generated by the TEAS and HPS enzymes
were essentially the same with two acyclic monoterpenoids, myrcene (1) and linalool, a
tertiary alcohol (4), accounting for greater than 90% of the products. In contrast, the
ADS monoterpene product profile was dominated by the cyclic alcohol alpha-terpineol
(6), and linear hydrocarbons myrcene (1), and cis-ocimene (3). The TEAS products
were further examined using chiral phase separation by gas chromatography and the
dominant monoterpenyl product, (3S)-linalool (1), was in approximately 50%
enatiomeric excess over its alternative 3R form (Figure 2.4). One additional note about
the product profiles is that the preparative reactions presented in figure 2.3 and figure
2.4 were performed at room temperature (24°C). When TEAS was incubated with GPP
at higher temperatures (i.e. 37°C), the only detectable product was linalool (data not
shown).

GPP Turnover Rates in EAS Mutants Y520F and Y527F are suppressed
The reaction product profile of TEAS suggested that the enzyme was essentially
carrying out only the initial ionization step, followed by immediate release of acyclic
products (see scheme 2.1). If this were the case, then we predicted that site-directed
mutants (Y520F and Y527F) of TEAS previously characterized for altered catalytic
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activities downstream of the initial ionization step160 should have similar catalytic rates
with GPP as the wildtype enzyme. Surprisingly, the monoterpene synthase activities for
both mutants were greatly suppressed and such results are inconsistent with residues
Y520 and Y527 solely playing roles independent and downstream of the initial
ionization event (Figure 2.5).

Discussion
Scheme 2.1 presents a chemical rationalization for the monoterpene and
sesquiterpene synthase activities of TEAS and ADS, and can be used as a guide for
interpreting the current results. Mechanistically, TEAS initiates sesquiterpene catalysis
by ionization of farnesyl diphosphate (FPP), generating a diphosphate anion and the
first reactive carbocation intermediate (a transoid farnesyl cation (7)). This transoid
carbocation (7) then undergoes a series of cyclization and rearrangement events leading
to 5-epi-aristolochene. The ADS reaction, similarly is initiated by FPP ionization, but
transfers the diphosphate group to carbon 3, forming nerolidyl diphosphate (NPP). This
allows for rotation about the C2-C3 bond, and formation of a cisoid farnesyl cation (8).
This cisoid carbocation (8) is cyclized and rearranged to amorpha-4,11-diene.
If the native TEAS reaction proceeds by direct electrophilic attack subsequent
to ionization, without diphosphate migration, one might predict that TEAS would
ionize GPP and the resultant carbocation would either capture water or eliminate a
proton (path a or b) to form simple acyclic monoterpenes, such as linalool or myrcene.
In contrast, ADS would be expected to ionize GPP much like TEAS, but then allow for
the formation of a tertiary diphosphate intermediate linalyl diphosphate (LPP),
followed by rotation around the C2-C3 bond and re-ionization. This second reactive
intermediate would then be properly configured to undergo proton eliminations
(pathways a’ or b’) to trans- and cis-ocimene, or to undergo cyclization by attack of
the C6-C7 double bond to form cyclic products α-terpineol, terpinen-4-ol, or
limonene.

Our results are entirely consistent with this scheme. An alternative

mechanism for TEAS is that the transoid farnesyl carbocation (7) arises indirectly from
ionization of NPP. If this were so, ADS and TEAS monoterpene product profiles
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might instead be expected to be similar. Thus, a mechanism wherein the initial transoid
allylic carbocation directly attacks C10 to form germacrene A is supported.
The selectivity towards myrcene formation by TEAS, but nearly equal
proportions of myrcene and ocimenes, can be explained if diphosphate is invoked as the
base in the proposed mechanisms of monoterpene formation by TEAS and ADS
(Scheme 2.2). Subsequent to the ionization of GPP, the path for proton abstraction
resulting in ocimene formation (a) is much longer and more indirect then the path for
proton abstraction resulting in myrcene formation.

However, resultant geometries

arising form NPP ionization (a’ and b’) are both direct and equidistant. In agreement
with the proposed scheme where diphosphate acts as a base, TEAS produces mostly
myrcene , while ADS produces relatively equal amounts of both myrcene and ocimenes.
This selectivity occurs throughout the literature where sesquiterpene synthases that are
believed to proceed an NPP intermediate do not select against ocimene formation
relative to myrcene (Table 2.1).
Although these chemical rationalizations make a number of assumptions
concerning possible intermediates, they provide a context for interpretation of the data.
Specifically, the data suggest that manganese enhances the rate of catalysis with either
substrate, that the previous Y520F and Y527F mutants are probably more generally
compromised mutants than originally thought, and GPP can be used to map those
functional elements within terpene synthases important for formation of the tertiary
diphosphate intermediates and isomerization about the C2-C3 double bond.

Manganese stimulates the rate of catalysis
Several sesquiterpene synthases have previously been reported to convert
geranyl diphosphate (GPP) into arrays of monoterpenes

210,211,217,218,230

. Reported

turnover rates for GPP relative to FPP have ranged from 3% for (E)-β farnesene
synthase to 50% each for the grand fir derived cyclases δ-selinene synthase, γhumulene synthase and (E)-α-bisabolene synthase from grand fir 217,218. Bohlmann et al.
218

also observed that the monoterpene synthase activity of (E)-α-bisabolene synthase

was highly sensitive to divalent cation, reporting a four-fold improvement in
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monoterpene synthase activity in the presence of 0.5 mM Mn2+ relative to saturating
concentrations of Mg2+, but a declining rate at concentrations higher than 1mM .
The true substrate for terpene synthases is thought to be a divalent metal
ion/isoprenoid diphosphate complex, e.g. M2+2:XPP231. The sigmoidal nature of metaldependent plots in figure 2.2 are consistent with this assumption, where the apparent
KA values, the activation constants, coincide with (for GPP) or are higher than (for FPP)
the Kd values, the metal:substrate dissociation constants. The observed Vmax values
demonstrate that, regardless of substrate, reaction rates are increased by at least two
fold in the presence of Mn2+. This may be attributable to the greater electronegativity of
Mn2+ ion, which could raise the reaction rates by lowering the energy barrier to
substrate heterolysis though electronic interactions with diphosphate. A similar rate
enhancement has been observed in solutions at neutral pH where alcohols are produced
by solvolysis much faster with Mn2+ salts than for Mg2+ salts228. Importantly, in the
current interpretation, ionization is the rate-limiting step for catalysis, contrary to the
kinetic models constructed from pre-steady state kinetic analyses173.

The Y520F and Y527F mutants are pleiotropic
The Chappell and Noel lab groups have previously reported that amino acid residue
Y520 was positioned within the TEAS active site pocket to support a key step in the
conversion of FPP to 5-epi-aristolochene

160

. As predicted, mutation of this residue

from tyrosine to phenylalanine resulted in an enzyme activity capable of catalyzing the
conversion of FPP to germacrene A, a putative key intermediate in the TEAS catalytic
cascade. Because the Y520F mutant was originally thought only to eliminate the
protonation of germacrene A, we assumed that these mutants would also turnover GPP
at rates comparable to the wildtype enzyme. In contrast to these expectations, both
mutant enzymes had significantly suppressed rates of catalysis with GPP. One possible
explanation for this suppression is that the mutants in fact were not mutations specific
to a particular catalytic step with the TEAS enzyme, but were more general structural
requirements for later steps in catalysis and mutation of these residues made the
enzyme incompetent to provide the steps beyond the relatively simple additionelimination reaction which gives germacrene A.
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Use of GPP as a probe for the early steps of catalysis
The initial premise for examining the suitability of GPP as a substrate for the
sesquiterpene synthases TEAS, HPS and ADS was simply to determine if substrate
specificity could be affected by divalent cation preference. Interestingly, magnesium
ion has generally been considered the more physiological metal species used in vivo by
the angiosperm mono- and sesquiterpene synthases, such at EAS

217,218

. However,

previous210,211,217,218 and current results suggest that the sesquiterpene cyclases may
have difficulties in discriminating between GPP and FPP if presented with both
substrates, and that perhaps other physiological considerations such as co-factor and
substrate availability are important means for regulating monoterpene versus
sesquiterpene synthase activities.
The reaction product profiles of the EAS, HPS and ADS enzymes incubated
with GPP suggest that catalytic features of the respective enzymes are preserved and
reflected in the reaction products. EAS and HPS catalyzed the generation of linear
monoterpene products, while ADS catalyzed the conversion of GPP to several cyclic
products. Accumulation of these two different classes of monoterpene products is
consistent with the rationalized chemistry for each enzyme, and suggests that GPP
utilization could be used in combination with some form of mutagenesis to identify
mutations that convert TEAS into an “isomerization” type terpene synthase, and
conversely conversion of ADS into a “non-isomerization” type enzyme.
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Table 2.1 Product Distribution from FPP and GPP For Various Sesquiterpene

Synthases

42
2

3.3

GPP +100mM Mn2+

terpinolene
5
14

9.3
15
21
42

limonene
1.2

4
15

2
2
11
41.2
48
65.4
45

myrcene
2.7

18
23

40
70
19
15.1
15
8.9
5

E-ocimene

54
24
6

geraniol
nerol

71

0.6 19

29 77.7 0.9 17
15 59 3.3 11

2
2
24
22
6

Z ocimene

1.7

44
31

6
7
5

2
2

linalool

sufuric acid dervied hydrocarbons are % of total hydrocarbons (only aprox. 3% of total products)

6
7

2.6
23
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10

α-terpineol +
terpinen-4-ol
0.3

sabinene
3

α-terpinene +
γ-terpinene

sesquiterpene synthase product
epi-aristolochene
premnaspirodiene
amorpha-4,11-diene
δ-selinene (3)
(E)-β-farnesene (4)
γ-humulene (3)
epi-cedrol (5)
non-enzymatic conditons
GPP + H2SO4
LPP + H2SO4

% cyclic
5

<4
24

2
2
50
57
73
86
97

%non -cyclic
95

96
76

98
98
49
44
28
14
5

nd
nd
98
86
95
98
99

cis

TABLE I
Distribution of Monterpenes Drived from isoprenoid diphosphates by Sesquiterpene Synthases and by Chemical Solovolysis
C10 cyclic products
C10 ratios C15 ratios
C10 acyclic products

synthases incubated with FPP and GPP.

Table 2.1 Product distribution for various sesquiterpene

98
98
2
13
5
<2
nd

trans

Figure 2.1 Model of the J-K loop, DDxxD motif, and hydrogen bonding
interactions at the mouth of the active site.
This model was derived from the 5EAT pdb coordinates and shows farnesyl
hydroxyphosphonate (FHP) at center. Green spheres represent magnesium cations.
Dotted lines represent possible hydrogen bonds.
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Figure 2.2 Dependence of reaction rate on metal concentrations.
Solid symbols represent data points from incubations with MnCl2, open symbols
represent incubations with MgCl2. Substrate is indicated in lower right hand of each
plot. Scale is log10 on both axes.
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Figure 2.3 GC separation of monoterpenes produced by ADS and TEAS.
Products of incubation of EAS (panel A) and ADS (panel B) with GPP were extracted
with pentane and separated by gas chromatography. Compounds were identified by
matching GC retention times and mass spectra to standards. Structures identified for
major peaks are given and are: 1. myrcene, 2. limonene, 3. cis-ocimene, 4. linalool, 5.
terpinene-4-ol, and 6. α-terpineol.
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Figure 2.4 Chiral seperation of linalool enantiomers by gas chromatography.
A. Racemic linalool dissolved in pentane and separated by chiral phase (βcyclodextrin) GC. B. Linalool from same pentane extract used to produce GC trace in
figure 2.3A separated by chiral phase GC. The peak at 18.17 was assigned the S
configuration at C3 of linalool by reference to the literature.
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Figure 2.5 Relative turnover rates for GPP and FPP incubated with active site
tyrosine mutants.
Dark shaded bars indicate hydrocarbon component of turnover, while unshaded bars
indicate oxygenated compounds (removed after treatment of the hexane extract with
silca). The hydroxyl group of Y520Fand Y527F direct into the TEAS active site. Both
the Y527F and Y520F mutants produce significant amounts of germacrene A at pH 7.5.
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Scheme 2.1 Proposed mechanisms for production of sesquiterpenes and
monoterpenoids by TEAS and ADS.
Panel A represents abbreviated reaction pathways leading to 5-epi-aristolchene or
amorpha-4,11-diene catalyzed by sesquiterpene synthases. Panel B represents rationales
for the production of monoterpenes from the C10 substrate GPP. Schemes A and B
follow similar pathways, with the GPP pathway similar but abbreviated relative to FPP
pathways.
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Scheme 2.2 Selectivity in proton abstraction from GPP and LPP if diphosphate
acts as the base.
If diphosphate leaves the primary position of GPP to abstract a proton, the distance for
deprotonation from path a is greater than path b due to the geometry of the 2,3 double
bond. Path a results in ocimene (3 in figure 2.3) while path b results in myrcene (1 in
figure 2.3). Pathways a’ and b’ lead to the same products as paths a and b, however if
diphosphate were to leave the tertiary position (LPP) and abstract a proton, the paths
would be more or less equivalent.
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CHAPTER 3 4-epieremophilene Synthase, a novel product terpene cyclase
derived from 5-epi-aristolochene synthase
Introduction
Sesquiterpene synthases play a key role in sophisticated chemical defense
mechanisms that plants have evolved to ward off invading pathogens. In solanaceous
plants, sesquiterpenoid phytoalexins, such as capsidiol and solavetivone, are
synthesized in response to fungal pathogen attack232. In mounting this response, the
central metabolite farnesyl diphosphate (FPP) is shunted into phytoalexin biosynthetic
pathways233. Sesquiterpene synthases catalyze the cyclization of FPP into the capsidiol
precursor

5-epi-aristolochene

or

alternatively,

the

solavetivone

precursor

premnaspirodiene232 (Scheme 3.1). Early schemes for the biosynthesis of capsidiol
involved many catalytic steps15. The cloning of terpene cyclases and, more recently, a
dihydroxylase involved in capsidiol biosynthesis has demonstrated that only two
enzymes are required for capsidiol biosynthesis from farnesyl diphosphate, 5-epiaristolochene synthase (EAS) and 5-epi-aristolochene dihydroxylase (EAH). To a
limited extent EAH will not only accept 5-epi-aristolochene but will also produce
solavetivone if presented with premnaspirodiene 174 (see chapter 6).
The apparent plasticity at the cytochrome P450 mediated step, and regulatory
control exercised on the terpene synthase suggest that a key step in developing new
bioactive sesquiterpenoids is the evolution of product specificity at the level of the
terpene synthase. Selection for synthases that efficiently contribute to phytoalexin
synthesis may be strong; both EAS and HPS produce their respective sesquiterpenes
with high fidelity (>95%)207. In contrast, the constitutively expressed, oleoresin
producing sesquiterpene synthases of coniferous species have been found to give rise to
broad spectrums of mutli-cyclic sesquiterpenoids217. The questions addressed in the
next three chapters concern how sequence changes within the angiosperm cyclases, in
particular TEAS and Hyoscaymus muticus premnaspirodiene synthase (HPS),
contribute to the development of new reaction pathways, and therefore, new
sesquiterpenoids.
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In an effort to determine regions of EAS and HPS (previously, HVS) that
contribute to product definition, Back and Chappell constructed a series of fourteen
chimeric proteins within which sequence elements from EAS and HPS were exchanged
115

. Six of these appeared to be bifunctional, giving rise to products similar to those

produced by both EAS and HPS115. These results established that the terpene synthases
are not modular, as are other important natural product synthases (the polyketide
synthases234) and defined a limited region of 189 amino acids which appear to contain
elements affecting product specificity. The crystal structure of EAS101 reveals that this
effective region of primary sequence resides in an alpha-barrel structure which
surrounds the active site. Site directed mutagenesis to the apparent active site
confirmed a single catalytic site for the entire reaction pathway160 Remarkably, the
residues lining this active site are conserved in EAS and in HPS101 and the suggestion
has been made that product differentiation is controlled by residues in layers
surrounding the active site (Table 3.1). Notably, a similar phenomenon has been
demonstrated to be at play in defining the substrate specificity of aspartate
aminotransferase192.
A rational evolution of one cyclase activity (EAS) to the other (HPS) could help
us understand how reaction pathways are differentially defined in the respective
cyclases. In order to identify targets for mutagenesis, a map of interactions was made in
an effort to determine influences at the active site resulting from changes in identity of
residues distant from the active site. Van der Waals contacts between each carbon atom
of the substrate analog and TEAS residues were determined using pdb file viewing
software and plotted (figure 3.1). This set of active site residues is termed the first tier.
This operation was repeated for each atom of each R group of each residue in the first
tier; the set of residues intracting with 1st tier residues was defined as the second tier.
This analysis revealed four non-conserved amino acids residing in the second tier. By
inspection of the 3D model, tyrosine 402 (T402) and valine 516 (V516) appeared to
influence the positioning of cysteine 440 (C440), a first tier residue. Moreover, in
comparison to TEAS, HPS contains a serine at position 402 and an isoleucine at
postion 516. Considering these respective substitutions in the TEAS enzyme (T402S,
V516I) was intriguing because these substitutions would be conservative with respect
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to space filling (threonine - serine = valine - isoleucine), except that a methyl group
would be re-positioned from one side of C440 to the other, which could influence the
projection geometry of C440 into the active site. After an initial assessment of the role
of C440 for catalysis, the impact of mutating TEAS to T402S and V516I was examined.

Materials and Methods
Preparation of Enzymes
Mutations were made with a pET-28b vector (Novagen) construct harboring the coding
sequence for 5-epi-aristolochene synthase160 using the standard Quikchange
mutagenesis method (Stratagene). Mutagenic primers used were (mutations in bold)
CCT AAG CAA TGC ACT AGC AAC TAG CAC ATA TTA CTA CCT CGC GAC
and its complement for EAS-T402S, and CCT ATT CTC AAT CTT GCT CGT ATT
ATT GAG GTT ACA TAT ATA CAC and its complement for pET-28bEAS-V516I.
The EES (pET28b-EAS-T402S/V516I) construct was prepared using pET28b-EASV516I as a template with the primers for the T402S mutation. All mutations were
verified by automated nucleotide sequencing. Constructs were transformed into BL21
(DE3) cells, cultured and expressed as described previously173. The construct provided
N-terminal hexahistidene tags which afforded >90% pure protein upon Ni+ affinity
chromatography in all cases173. The wild type and mutant enzymes were further
purified to >98% purity using MonoQ column anion exchange chromatography. Protein
was quantitated using the Bradford method and IgG as protein standards.

Assay for Cyclase Activity
Small scale reactions were used for rate determinations. These were 50 µL in size and
contained 200 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 40 mM MgCl2 and 160 nM enzyme. Substrate
was prepared via serial dilutions of [1-3H] FPP diluted with unlabeled FPP (NEN and
Sigma). Briefly, 10 µL of substrate (farnesyl diphosphate) solution (giving 0.7-23 µM
final concentration) was rapidly mixed with 40 uL of enzyme solution at room
temperature (23°C) and allowed to incubate for 1 minute. The reaction was terminated
by addition of 150 µL of a KOH/ EDTA stop solution. Reactions were extracted with
500 µL of hexane and an aliquot was taken for determination of radiolabeled
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hydrophobic product via liquid scintillation counting. Samples were not purified with
silica before counting as background was minimal and synthase mutants could possibly
produce alcohols. Kinetic constants were determined from direct fits of the MichaelisMenton equation to the data using Graphpad Prism 2.01 software.

Product Analysis
Preparative reactions were cyclase assays scaled to 2.5 mL and employed 2 µM enzyme
and 80 µM unlabeled FPP. The reactions were incubated for 1 hr and extracted twice
with 2 mL of pentane. Pooled extracts were dried to 50 µL under a stream of nitrogen
gas and analyzed by GC-MS analysis as previously described174 (See Chapter 6).
Molecular Modeling and Docking (This work was performed by Dr. Paul O’Maille
and Prof. Joe Noel, The Salk Institute for Biological Studies, Structural Biology
Laboratory).
Mutant enzyme structures were built with the program Modeler (version 4.0) using
TEAS coordinates (pdb code 5EAT) as template. The five lowest energy structures
were subsequently used for docking studies. Presumptive reaction intermediates were
constructed using ChemDraw Ultra (version 7.0.1) and MOPAC energy-minimized
using Chem3D Ultra (version 7.0.0) (CambridgeSoft). Docking was performed using
Genetic Optimization for Ligand Docking (GOLD, CCDC Software). Images were
made using Chimera (UCSF).
Synthesis and Verification of 4-epieremophilene (This was the work of collaborators
Marylin Xiao and Prof. Robert Coates, University of Illinois. Procedures and
references given in the APPENDIX)

Results
C440 mutant reaction products and abundance
The target mutations that were arrived at (T402S and V516I) from the contact
map (figure 3.1) both flank a cysteine (C440) which resides at the back of the TEAS
active site. No role was originally proposed for this residue101, yet it contacts the
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substrate analog in the vicinity of substrate bonds. The relative conformations of which
are expected to be critical to defining product specificity. In the crystal structure, C440
contacts C4 and C5 of FHP substrate analog as well as C14, as can be deduced from the
contact map (figure 3.1). Significantly, C14 is the methyl that migrates in 5-epiaristolochene biosynthesis. Additionally, the bond angles between C3-C4-C5 are
expected to be critical in defining the boat conformation of the ring A (where ring A is
substituted with methyl carbon 15 and ring B has the isopropenyl group) required for 5epi-aristolochene synthesis vs. the chair conformation necessary for premnaspirodiene
synthesis. As a caveat, it is possible that FHP does not bind in the same conformation
as FPP in the active site. However, it is likely that the middle (β) isoprene unit is in the
vicinity of C440.
In order to determine possible mechanistic influences from C440, this position
was mutated to serine and alanine. Crude lysates of E. coli harboring and expressing
TEAS, TEAS-C440A and TEAS C440S constructs were prepared and incubated with
FPP. Products of these reactions were extracted with pentane, separated by gas
chromatography, and analyzed by mass spectrometry. From this analysis the dominant
product was determined to be germacrene A for both C440S (96%) and C440A (99%)
mutants (figure 3.2). Germacrene A was identified as the injector induced thermal
(Cope) rearrangement product, β-elemene, by matching to the NIST standard spectrum.
Low temperature sample injection revealed a dominant peak identifiable as germacrene
A in comparison to a reference spectrum, but less volatile components, such as 5-epiaristolochene were easily detected at these injector temperatures.
A steady state kinetics analysis was done on TEAS, TEAS-C440S, and TEASC440A proteins. The results of this analysis stand in marked contrast to parameters
determined previously for the TEAS-Y520F mutant, which produces germacrene A as a
dominant product. TEAS-Y520F exhibited a catalytic efficiency (kcat/Km) which was
3% of wild type (wt = 0.021 µM-1s-1, TEAS-Y520 = 0.0006 µM-1s-1). Kinetic constants
were calculated for the TEAS-C440S and TEAS-C440A mutants by fitting the data to
the Michaelis-Menten equation (V0 = Vmax[S] / Km + [S], figure 3.3). In this analysis
kcat/Km for wild type TEAS is 0 .015 µM-1s-1, while C440S is .014 µM-1s-1 and C440A
is 0.011 µM-1s-1, giving 93% and 73% the efficiency of TEAS. Although the standard
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error of the curve fitting was up to 18% of the Km value and 8% of the kcat, it appears
that the activity of TEAS-C440S is very near wild type levels, and that TEAS-C440A is
only slightly more compromised.
In our collaboration with the Noel Lab (Salk Institute, La Jolla, CA), Dr. Paul
O’Maille, has found that C440S, C440A, and Y520F mutants produce significant
amounts of 5-epi-aristolochene when reactions are incubated at pHs below neutral.
Y520F however exhibited a broad pH titration while the C440S and C440A mutants
exhibited sharp transitions between 5-epi-aristolochene and germacrene A at
approximately pH 7, reminiscent of titration around a pKa. Dr. O’Maille has also
observed that a similar transition occurs at pH 8.8 for the wild type enzyme, a value
near the pKa of 8.4 for a cysteinyl sulfhydryl group.

Reaction products of the T402 and V516 mutants
TEAS pET vector expression constructs with single targeted mutations, TEAST402S and TEAS-V516I, and the double mutant TEAS-T402S/V516I were expressed
in E. coli and purified to homogeneity. These proteins were incubated with FPP in
preparative scale reactions under standard TEAS cyclase reaction conditions at pH 7.5.
Figure 3.4 shows the GC profile for the separation of pentane extracted reaction
products for the wild type (top) and the double mutant (bottom). The major components
in these extracts were identified by comparison to mass spectra of synthetic standards
prepared by the Coates Laboratory. Peak A corresponds to the eremophilane
sesquiterpene previously characterized as the TEAS reaction product 5-epiaristolochene. Peak B was identified by comparison to a standard synthesized by the
Coates group of the double bond regioisomer of 5-epi-aristolochene, referred to as 4epi-eremophilene, and identified by Dave Schenk in his recent Ph.D. disertation170
(University of Illinois, Urbana, IL) as a minor product of the native TEAS reaction. 4epi-eremophilene has escaped detection previously because of its low abundance and
its poor resolution from the dominant product.
The 4-epi-eremophilene structure has not been published to our knowledge. 3H
NMR,13C NMR, IR, and GC-MS data obtained by Marylin Xiao (of the Coates group)
in support of the structure for 4-epi-eremophilene and is provided in an appendix at the
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end of this thesis for reference. 4-epi-eremophilene was prepared first by Dave Schenk
using an alternate synthetic scheme 170.

Reaction product abundances for the T402 and V516 mutants
The combination of both mutations in TEAS results in slightly more novel
product then found in the sum of the single mutations (Table 3.2). TEAS-T402S and
TEAS-V516I each produce ≈ 30% 4-epi-eremophilene, while TEAS-T402S/V516
synthesizes 70% at pH 7.5. The putative intermediate germacrene A is the only other
major product and varies from significant amounts (16%) in TEAS-V516I to
undetectable amounts in T402S. As a caveat, it should be noted that the relative TEAS
product abundances, particularly for germacrene A, are very sensitive to pH as has been
observed by our collaborators Paul O’Maille and Joe Noel (as described above). TEAS
product abundances, however, appear to be invariant at a given pH.

Steady-state kinetic analysis of the T402 and V516 mutants
The catalytic constants of the TEAS mutants are somewhat compromised but
remain within the observed range for natural sesquiterpene cyclases (Figure 3.5).
Triplicate assays measured hexane-extractable radiolabel recovered from sets of
incubations of wildtype and mutants with eight concentrations of [1-3H] FPP, and this
was repeated at three concentrations of protein (100-300 nmol, quantitated by IgG
standard) to verify turnover rates independent of enzyme concentration. Constants were
derived from plots of substrate concentration vs. turnover rate fitted to the MichaelisMenten equation. The increase in the proportion of 4-epi-eremophilene produced
(Table 3.2) roughly parallels a decrease of three to ten fold in the observed kcat values.
In all mutants, the Km drops to less than half of the wild type value, but does not vary
considerably from mutant to mutant. The Km measured for the wildtype enzyme is
greater (8.5 ± 0.5 µM) than previously reported (2-5 µM112,160) while the Kcat (0.105 s-1)
is about double (0.048 s-1)

112,160

. Nonetheless, the current comparisons of wildtype to

mutant enzymes were performed with preparations and assays prepared in parallel.
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Modeling
A computer generated model of the eremophilyl carbocation was made
representing the last common intermediate believed to be shared in the reaction
pathway to 5-epi-aristolochene and to 4-epiermophilene (Figure 3.6). This molecule
was docked into the active site of an energy minimized model of the TEAST402S/V516I

based on the crystal structure of TEAS. The eremophilyl ligand

consistently oriented in the expected direction with the isopropenyl group directing
away from the center of the alpha-barrel. A common feature of the minimized fits was
that protons abstract at either at C6 for 4-epi-eremophilene synthesis or at C8 for 5 epiaristolochene synthesis are in close proximity to C440.

Discussion
The objective of the work in this chapter was to discover what residue
substitutions are required to convert TEAS into a premnaspirodiene synthase using
sequence data from HPS. The strategy employed was to infer the influence of residues
outside the active site by mapping Van der Waals contacts within the TEAS structure.
Residues potentially influencing the positioning of the β-isoprene unit of FPP were
sought since this is the region of the substrate which undergoes product differentiating
transformations. Two residues lying six to seven angstroms away from the approximate
center of the pocket, T402 and V516, satisfied this criteria and were mutated to their
HPS counterparts, serine and isoleucine, respectively. This did not result in the
production of detectable premnaspirodiene. However, a regiochemical preference for
terminal proton elimination at C6 rather than C8 appears to have been directed via the
mutations, and a novel sesquiterpene, 4-epi-eremophilene, is produced as the dominant
product (70% at pH 7.5).
These mutations probably could have been arrived at by direct inspection using
crystal structure modeling software. However, such interactions quickly become
intricate to the degree that direct inspection is far from straightforward. The Van der
Waals contact map has been demonstrated here to deconvolute these interactions and
direct attention to residue interactions that significantly affect active site chemistry
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from a distance. The double mutant TEAS-T402S/V516I exhibits catalytic efficiency
well within the range of other characterized terpene synthases (usually measured in nM1

s-1). Because of its relative robustness and specificity, the double mutant enzyme has

been named 4-epi-eremophilene synthase (EES). No counterpart for this enzyme has
been reported, nor has this product been identified from natural sources. The hypothesis
that the S402/ I516 pair is a conserved structural feature of eremophilane/vetispriane
synthases which generate 6,7 double bonds, formed the basis for efforts to clone a new
sesquiterpene synthase presented in the chapter 5.
The following model is proposed to explain the change in regiospecificity of the
final proton elimination in EES. First, T402 and V516 flank the residue C440. The
effect of the EES mutations and the results of C440 mutagenesis suggests that T402 and
V516 help define the interaction between the eremophilyl carbocationic intermediate
and C440. One hypothesis was that positions 402 and 516 define the rotomer, or
freedom of rotation, of the C440 R group. Dr. O’Maille’s modeling results do not bear
this out, subsequent to energy minimization no alternative to the crystallographically
determined rotomer is observed. This does not rule out a dynamic effect. The
multifunctional single mutants suggest that when an extra methyl group is introduced
(V516I) and when a methyl group is lost (T402S) the active site is less selective for one
eremophilyl conformer over the other. However, in the balanced double mutant (EES,
T402S/V516) where the location of a methyl group is simply shifted, the available
conformers are reduced and this may serve as a generalized argument for selectivity of
the final proton abstraction.
The stereochemical requirements for formation of observed sesquiterpene
products must be met through conformational control at the active site. In other words,
only

certain

conformations

of

carbocationic

intermediates

will

allow

for

transformations evident in the products. The contact map suggests that T402 and V516
interact with C440 and that C440 may interact with the β-isoprenyl methyl group (C14
of FPP). For methyl migration to occur, the C7 bond to the methyl group (C14) must be
in alignment with the empty p orbital on the si face of the sp2 hybridized C3
carbocation. For methylene migration to form premnaspirodiene, the bond between C7
and C8 instead must align with the p orbital on the opposing face (re) of C3. How one
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conformation is bound and selected thus becomes determinant for product specificity.
Examining the contact map, the FHP atoms with the most contact points are the methyl
groups (Figure 3.1). C5 is the only non-methyl carbon that interacts directly with more
than one other atom. C14 has three contacts, C12 has four, and C13 has two. C15 only
has one plotted contact, but actually interacts with two carbonyls (from T401 and T403)
which is not shown in this simplified contact map (these are the only non-R group
contacts in the active site). I contend, therefore, that the cyclase exerts conformational
control by using three-point contacts, in general, to define the positions of methyl
groups. Because each methyl is initially a member of a rigid, planar isoprene unit,
three-point coordination of methyl substituents could effectively define the
conformation of the entire substrate. This is likely to occur in a dynamic fashion as the
reaction progresses and possibly assisted by cation-pi interactions.
A second manner of control over product specificity involves a putative
catalytic role of C440. The mutations presented here and pH dependence data from the
Noel group suggest that C440 plays an active role in acid-base chemistry at the active
site. The apparent rescue of 5-epi-aristolchene specificity in C440 and Y520 mutants
under acidic conditions suggest that the true donor may be water which is activated by
C440 to form hydronium ion. From the results presented here, one interesting piece of
genetic data should be introduced. All of the germacrene synthases reported to date
have conserved the Y520 residue, but contain an alanine, serine, or glycine substitution
at position 440 (Table 3.1). There are other differences in the respective active site
residues but none of them are residues with ionizable groups. An additional effect of
the EES mutations may have been to reposition a proton abstractor so as to assist in the
final elimination. However, a preliminary analysis of a mutant, EES-C440S indicated a
product profile containing approximately 50% germacrene A, 20% 4-epi-eremophilene
and 30% 5-epi-aristolochene. A better understanding of acid-base chemistry in the
active site may clarify these results.
In terms of ecological speculation, mutations resulting in the evolution of EES
could be selected for if the resulting sesquiterpene hydrocarbon were functionalized
and possessed enhanced anti-microbial activity. If this metabolite, or 4-epieremophilene for that matter, gave a selective advantage to a plant against pathogen
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attack, a new phytoalexin biosynthetic pathway could conceivably evolve. Questions
that follow from this logic include whether further mutation of EES could result in
stronger product selectivity. Could the efficiency of the reaction be improved, or is the
rate of the reaction limited by the conformational strain required for one stereochemical
course (in 5-epi-aristolochene synthesis) over another (in 4-epi-eremophilene
synthesis)? One way of addressing these issues is to follow nature’s model and
determine mutations that convert EES fully to a premnaspirodiene synthase.
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Scheme 3.1 Variation in the biosynthesis of solanaceous phytoalexins from
Farnesyl Diphosphate (FPP).
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Table 3.1 Alignment of residues in and near the active site of TEAS with other
sesquiterpene synthases.
Highlighting indicates residues which are different from those found in TEAS, orange
indicates a hydrophobic residue, blue a basic residue, red an acidic residue and purple a
polar residue.
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Table 3.2 Relative product distributions in TEAS and TEAS mutants T402S and
V516I.
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SUBSTRATE ANALOG

D444 Y520 C440 W273 T403 Y404 Y527 D525 T528 R264

α
β
γ

1
2
3
4
15
5
6
7
8
14
9
10
11
12
13

Q
Q
Q
Q

Q
Q

Q
Q
Q
Q

Q

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Q

Q

Q
Q

SECOND TIER

FIRST TIER
HVS
R
D
T
I
T
S
N
I
L
I
Y
T
L
L
R
S
F
D

EAS D444 Y520 C440 W273 T403 Y404 Y527 D525 T528 R264
R441 Q
D445 Q
T448 Q
Q
Q
Q
V516
Q
Q
T519
Q
T402
Q
Q
S436
Q
I515
Q
L407
Q
V372
Q
Y376
Q
T401
Q
L512
Q
C270
Q
Q
R266
Q
Q
S298
Q
F20
Q
D302
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Figure 3.1 A Van der Waals contact map for TEAS.
Each carbon of the proximal (a), medial (b), and distal (c) isoprene units of the
substrate analog farnesyhydroxyphosphoponate (FHP) were inspected for Van der
Waals contacts (represented by dots) with amino acids in the 5EAT pdb model,
generating the first tier of active site residues (upper panel). Each atom of the first tier
residue R groups was then inspected for contacts with second tier residues, residues
surrounding the active site residues and noted in the lower panel. Residues which differ
between TEAS and HPS are colored red and their potential interactions with particular
atoms of substrate analog traced by the red dots.
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Figure 3.2 Reaction product analysis of TEAS and the respective C440 mutants by
GC.
Crude lysates of bacteria expressing TEAS and cysteine mutant enzymes were
incubated with FPP, extracted with pentane, the extract concentrated and subjected to
GC-MS analysis. The MS for the major peak (8.73) in the wildtype TEAS
chromatogram was identical to 5-epi-aristolochene.The MS for the major peak (7.357.37) in the TEAS-C440A and TEAS-C440S extracts matched β-elemene, a thermal
rearrangement of the germacrene A reaction product. Kinetic constants were derived
from fits of the Michaelis-Menten equation as shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Initial kinetic comparison between TEAS and the C440 mutants.
The main graph is a Lineweaver-Burke plot where the slope of the line is the inverse of
the efficiency of the wild type and mutant enzymes (Km / kcat). The inset is the plot of
the single rate determinations fit to the Michaelis-Menten equation from which
constants in figure 3.2 were derived. The standard errors derived from the fit to the
Michaelis-Menten equation were maximally 18% for the Km determination and 8% for
the kcat determination.
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Figure 3.4 GC-MS identification of the TEAS-T402S/V516I reaction products.
Purified TEAS and TEAS-T402S/V516 were each incubated with FPP, the reactions
extracted with pentane and aliquots separated by GC. Panels to the left are the resultant
GC traces, wheras the MS for peaks labeled in these chromatograms are given to the
right. MS standards for 5-epi-aristolochene (panel below A) and 4-epi-eremophilene
(panel below B) were used to verify reaction product identities.
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Figure 3.5 Kinetic comparison of TEAS to the TEAS mutants T402S, V516I and
T402S/V516I.
The main graph is a Lineweaver-Burke plot of average values where the slope of the
line is the inverse of the efficiency of the wild type and mutant enzymes (Km / kcat). The
inset graph is a plot of triplicate measurements, averaged and fit to the MichaelisMenten equation from which constants given in the lower panel were derived. Errors
given for kinetic constants at in the bottom panel are the standard errors derived from
the fit to the Michaelis-Menten equation.
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+

Figure 3.6 Docking of the eremophilyl carbocation in a modeled EES (TEAST402S/V516I) active site.
(Modeling, Docking, and Image by Paul O'Maille, Noel Lab, Salk Institute, La Jolla,
CA, text and preliminary modeling by BT Greenhagen)
This depiction represents alterations of the 5EAT pdb structure to accommodate the
T402S/V515I mutataions, then docked with an energy minimized 4-epi-eremophilene
carbocation, a putative reaction intermediate. Proton elimination at C8 would form 5epi-aristolochene, while deprotonation from C6 would result in 4-epi-eremophilene.
The proton eliminated from C6 or C8 is on the underside of the molecule (β face of the
eremopilyl cation).
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CHAPTER 4 Conversion of 5-epi-aristolochene into a premnaspirodiene synthase
Introduction
Most of the sesquiterpenes found in nature are derived from enzymes similar in
structure and function to TEAS95. Thus, some variation on the TEAS amino acid
sequence should provide for the synthesis of each one of the ca. 300 known basic
sesquiterpene skeletons. A major effort has been to focus in on sequence elements
which have a direct bearing on redirecting reaction pathways from one synthase to the
next. The number of permutations of a 550 amino acid protein such as 5-epiaristolochene is 3.7 x 10715 (20550). Importantly, chimeras of EAS and HPS seem to
indicate that at most only about 189 amino acids may be important in driving
specificity115, thus reducing the search to 7.9 x 10245 variants. There have not been 10254
attoseconds in the history of the universe. However, the structure for 5-epiaristolochene is known, and only ten residues appear to line the active site, perhaps this
is the only sequence space that needs to be considered. Yet, some synthases catalyzing
significantly different reactions, such as TEAS and HPS are identical in their apparent
active site residues. The intention of the work in this chapter was to determine what
amino acid residues are important and to understand how they influence active site
chemistry. Natural sources of these enzymes represent an evolutionary distillation of
the myriad of sequence and spatial diversity; thus, genetic differences in enzymes like
TEAS and HPS should guide us in identifying regions, domains, or individual residues
important for product specification. Rational strategies were therefore employed to
fully transmute TEAS into a HPS-like synthase (a premnaspirodene synthase) in an
extension of the approach descried in chapter 3.
The use of a Van der Waals contact map as described in chapter 3 was fruitful
but insufficient to fully reveal the specific sequence differences which define the
different product specificities of HPS versus TEAS. When a “third tier” of residues is
added to the contact map, instead of becoming extensively complicated, it actually
becomes much less informative as surface residues are encountered and influences of
third tier residues were more tenuous. In order to canvas a limited volume of sequence
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space within which the contact map may have missed important residues (contacts with
the peptide backbone were omitted for simplicity), we next identified residues based on
spatial proximity to the active site and with reference to results from studies of
TEAS:HPS chimeras (Figure 4.1). In hindsight, this approach needed only to employ a
hierarchical list of variant residue proximities, but the comparison to the results with
chimeric enzymes was informative.
Figure 4.1 presents only those residues which differ between TEAS and HPS
and has organized those differences according to which domain of the synthases they
are associated. Below this chart is a cartoon depiction of the TEAS enzyme and various
chimeric enzymes constructed between TEAS and HPS, along with an indication (in
percentage) of how much premnaspirodiene product was produced by each115. The HPS
region flanked by HincII-and ClaI sites appeared to contribute to premnaspirodiene,
which was enhanced two-fold upon inclusion of the XbaI-HincII segment. Differences
in residues from within the HincII-ClaI and XbaI-HincII regions were thus targeted for
further analysis and potential mutagenesis. Residues for mutagenesis were then
prioritized on the basis of their distance from the active site pocket, followed by a
manual inspection of their positions on a 3-D model235. Any dramatic substitutions
were also likely to influence enzyme stability, and therefore necessitated an
examination for other compensatory changes. The overall strategy was instructive
because it was in part hypothesis driven and in part tinkering, both of which contributed
to building a more mechanistic model for how terpene synthases function.

Materials and Methods
The following are essentially the same as in chapter 3 except that additional primers
were used to produce further mutations to TEAS.

Preparation of Enzymes
Mutations were made with a pET-28b vector (Novagen) construct harboring the coding
sequence for 5-epi-aristolochene synthase160 using the standard Quikchange
mutagenesis method (Stratagene). Mutagenic primers were (mutagenic bases in bold):
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S436N: CCA AAA ATT CTT GAA GCT AAT GTA ATT ATA TGT CGA GTT ATC
V372I: GCA ATA GAA AGA ATG AAA GAA ATA GTA AGA AAT TAT AAT
GTC GAG TCA ACA TGG
S295A: CGC GTC ATG CTC GTT AAG ACC ATA GCA ATG ATT TCG ATT GTC
GAT GAC ACC
S436N/I436T/I439L: CCA AAA ATT CTT GAA GCT AAT GTA ACT CTA TGT
CGA GTT ATC GAT GAC ACA GC
T402S/Y406L: CTA GCA ACT AGC ACA TAT TAC TTG CTC GAG ACA ACA
TCG TAT TTG GGC ATG
V291A: GCT CTC TCA AGC TCG CGT CAT GCT CGC TAA GAC CAT ATC AAT
GAT TTC GAT TG
A275T: CGA GTA GTT GAA TGC TAC TTT TGG ACA TTA GGA GTT TAT TTT
GAG CCT CAA TAC
V291A/S295A: GCT CTC TCA AGC TCG CGT CAT GCT CGC TAA GAC CAT
AGC AAT GAT TTC GAT TG
All mutations were verified by automated nucleotide sequencing. Plasmid DNA
constructs were transformed into BL21 (DE3) cells, cultured, and protein was
expressed as described previously173. The construct provided N-terminal hexahistidyl
tags which afforded >90% pure protein upon Ni+ affinity chromatography in all
cases173. Protein was quantitated using the Bradford method and IgG as protein
standards.

Product Analysis
Preparative reactions were basic cyclase assays scaled to 2.5 mL and employing 2 µM
enzyme and 80 µM unlabeled FPP. The reactions were incubated for 1 hr and extracted
twice with 2 mL of pentane. Pooled extracts were dried to 50 µL under a stream of
nitrogen and analyzed by GC-MS as previously described174 (See Chapter 6).
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Results
The results reported here represent an extension of those in chapter three.
Mutations were made sequentially, with each being examined for its premnaspirodiene
production specificity. Those mutant cDNAs coding for enhanced premnaspirodiene
synthase activity were used for the next round of mutagenesis. Thus, the EES enzyme
(TEAS-T402S/V516I) was altered at two sites implicated by the Van der Waals contact
map to impinge on the active site V372I and S436N. Introduction of V372I to EES
(TEAS-T402S/V516I) resulted in 10% abundance of premnaspirodiene, and addition of
S436N to this construct gave 18% premnaspirodiene (Table 4.1). However, enzymes
with S436N mutation expressed in bacteria poorly and had relatively low activity.
Since S436 is 11.7 angstroms from C7 of FHP, other residues in the vicinity that might
compensate for the bulk introduced by the S436N mutation were considered. Due to
their proximity, I438T and I439L and were introduced into the TEAST402S/V516I/V372I/S436N mutant. This restored overall activity to approximately
wild type levels as judged from the relative abundance of GC signals in the pentane
extract of reactions. Most importantly, this mutant (M6) improved the yield of
premnaspirodiene giving a nearly equal distribution of 5-epi-aristolochene (23%), 4epi-eremophilene (24%) and premnaspirodiene (27%).
The M6 mutant, however, did not match the product abundance previously
found for the TEAS chimera with the Xbal-Stop segment of HPS (77%). Two more
residues residing in the XbaI-Stop segment, which are within 11 angstroms of the
active site were introduced to determine if any further improvement could be derived
from this sequence segment. Activity was barely detectable after the addition of an
I443V mutation (10.36 angstroms distant) and was not pursued further. However,
introduction of Y406L shifts premnaspirodiene to the dominant product (43%) with
good activity. The M7 mutant (TEAS- T402S / V516I / V372 I / S436N / I438T / I436L
/ Y406L) was mutated to A408T, the last residue within 12 angstroms in of the HincIIClaI segment but this mutation had no effect on product specificity.
The next closest residue change is S295A that resides in the yet unexplored
Ndel-XbaI segment, deemed important (about 33% premnaspirodiene contribution) for
product specificity from the chimera studies. However, although the mutation is
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somewhat subtle, all activity was lost. Mutations were made to M7 that incorporated
the next two closest residues in this section, A275T and V291A in a combinatorial
fashion with the S295A mutant. The addition S295A nearly eliminated enzymatic
activity in all combinations. However, the addition of both A275T and V291A
converted M7 into an enzyme which catalyzed the production of premnaspirodiene as
the only major product (70% of total). Judging from the ion abundance in extracts from
M9, the enzyme does not seem to exhibit significant loss of activity relative to wild
type.

Discussion
A prevailing notion in the field of structure-function relationships is that
association between an enzymatic residue or motif can be directly associated with a
function. Classic enzymology of proteases, for instance, was able to assign very
specific roles to specific residues within the enzyme, for instance three residues of the
catalytic triad in chymotrypsin fit well with mechanistic functions involved in breaking
peptide bonds. For the first step in Class I terpene synthase catalysis, ionization, such
direct structure-function associations can be made. Kinetic and structural evidence
strongly supports the role of the DDxxD in chelating divalent metal ions and assisting
in ionization. Likewise, the role of arginine residues, such as R264, appears relatively
straightforward; upon binding it translates into the active site to assist in stabilizing the
negative charge developing on diphosphate from the initial ionization of the substrate.
However, subsequent to ionization, direct interactions which dictate the transformations
of allylic carbocations are far from clear. A compelling hypothesis is that cation-pi
interactions between carbocationic intermediates and aromatic residues (phe, tyr, trp)
provide for quadrapole stabilization and guide the reaction pathway. However, this is a
difficult concept to test directly and many sesquiterpene synthases have exactly the
same set of aromatic residues in the active site (W273, Y520, and Y/F527 using TEAS
numbering). The latter observation emphasizes that the identity of these residues are
not predominant determinants of product specificity. Hence, our goal was to identify a
limited set of residues sufficient to convert TEAS to an HPS-like, premnaspirodiene
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synthase then to use that information to derive a mechanistic model for structurefunction relationships in terpene synthases.
Nine mutations were sufficient to transmutate TEAS into a premnaspirodiene
synthase. These mutations occur in a disk of space approximately 7.5 Å deep and 13.5
Å in radius that is perpendicular to the axis of the alpha barrel structure and just behind
the active site defined by the alpha-barrel (Figure 4.2 and 4.3). The approximate
volume of the TEAS alpha barrel domain is about 54,000 Å3, yet the space in which the
M9 mutants reside is only about 4,000 Å3. Because most sesquiterpene
cyclase/isomerase type enzymes have active sites that are nearly identical, it is possible
that product diversity arising from these sesquiterpene synthases is entirely defined
within this space. This observation could lend itself to computational strategies for
reengineering terpene cyclases191,197,236.
The M9 mutant, and those leading up to it, demonstrate that the determinants of
product specificity are at least as subtle as the difference between TEAS and HPS, do
not require exchange of loop residues, or changes to the salt bridges which secure the
ends of the alpha-helices together at each. The nature of the substituted residues is also
interesting, polar amino acids are introduced in two cases (A274S, I438T), whereas a
relatively large change in size introduced in another (S436N). For the most part,
changes represent subtle gains or losses of a methyl group (V516I, T402S,V291A,
V372I). An important caveat is that while this combination of residues is sufficient to
cause the transmutation, further work will be required to determine if each substitution
is necessary, for instance by reverting each residue in the M9 set of substitutions back
to its original identity. Another interesting question is whether more than one
combination of residue substitutions is capable of converting TEAS into an HPS –like
cyclase.
The residue substitutions in the TEAS-M9 mutants suggest a model for how
active site stereochemistry is controlled through interactions distant from the active site.
Any transformation along the reaction pathway, whether it is a hydride shift, a methyl
migration, or an alkyl migration, will be limited by the orbital alignment of the relevant
bonding centers (Figure 4.4). Thus, active site geometry provides physical boundaries
to possible catalytic outcomes. The idea of the active site acting as a rigid template
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alone is not sufficient to account for how multiple conformations are imposed to drive
one set of transformations rather than another. Because the apparent active sites of
TEAS and HPS are identical and the crystal structures of plant terpene synthases are
nearly identical around the active site101,129, we posit that the active site is a dynamic set
of templates. The nature of the TEAS-M9 mutations suggests a way this may occur.
Active site residues may be identical if their positions relative to on another are variable.
Interactions outside the active site may allow or disallow helix-helix transitions thus
imposing barriers to available intermediate conformations at the active site as shown in
figure 4.5. The additive effect of the mutations (figure 4.6) and the locations of each
TEAS-M9 mutation at similar positions along the axis of the alpha-barrel (figure 4.2)
are in agreement with this model. In this way, by manipulating the farnesyl tail through
three point contact of methyl groups (as discussed in chapter 3) various conformations
could be controlled via the available translations between the alpha-helices surrounding
the active site. The transition from 5-epi-aristolochene specificity to 4-epieremophilene specificity, to premnaspirodiene specificity (figure 4.6) can be explained
by the proposition that a new intermediate conformer is allowed by EES (TEAST402S/V516I) (figure 4.4). This model also explains the results from previous
experiments with chimeras; each of the sequence segments exchanged was within a
section of this “redefining ring” of mutations. Partial redefinitions allowed a wider
range of allowed conformations and thus, manifest bifunctionality. The same
phenomenon is observed in the point mutants, which correlate with these sequence
segments. For example, M6 (Table 4.1) produces products with three mechanistic
variations in nearly equal abundance.
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Table 4.1 Reaction profiles for TEAS, TEAS-M9, and intermediate mutant
synthase enzymes. GA: germacrene A; EA: 5-epi-aristolochene; EE: 4-epieremophilene; PSD: premnaspirodiene.

%

Cyclase
aka
wt TEAS
TEAS-T402S
TEAS-V516I
EES TEAS-T402S/V516I
M3 TEAS-T402S/V516I/V372I
M4 TEAS-T402S/V516I/V372I/S436N
M6 TEAS-T402S/V516I/V372I/S436N/I436T/I439L
M7 TEAS-T402S/V516I/V372I/S436N/I438T/I439L/Y406L
M9 TEAS-T402S/V516I/V372I/S436N/I438T/I439L/Y406L/A274T/V291A
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GA
4
ND
16
2
10
16
16
16
14

EA
98
69
50
28
21
16
23
26
3

EE
ND
28
33
70
48
33
24
19
8

PSD
ND
ND
ND
ND
10
18
27
43
71

Figure 4.1 Structural analysis of chimeric sesquiterpene synthases between TEAS
and HPS.
A diagrammatic representation of the four carboxy-terminal segments of synthase
coding sequences that when exchanged in chimeras produced altered reaction products
(lower diagram). Orange bars represent TEAS sequence, while green represent HPS
specific sequence, and the % of apparent premnaspirodiene reaction product is given115.
Residues which differ between TEAS and HPS in each of the respective segments is
noted above in the table. Columns represent (left to right): TEAS amino acid identity,
TEAS amino acid position, corresponding amino acid in HPS, distance from the
approximate center of the active site in angstroms. Residue substitutions of TEAS
which improved reaction product specificity for premnaspirodiene are highlighted in
yellow.
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Figure 4.2 A cross-section of the TEAS crystal structure highlighting the location
of mutations converting TEAS into a premnaspirodiene synthase (TEAS-M9).
In this rendition of the TEAS structure, the axis of the active site, alpha-barrel domain
is approximately parallel to the page. The barrel is sealed to the left and opens to the
interior active site to the right (red highlight). The TEAS model has been cut
transversely along the alpha-barrel axis to reveal mutations in TEAS-M9 (highlighted
in green). The box drawn over this region is about 4.5 Å wide and 27 Å tall.
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Figure 4.3 Residues in the TEAS structure that were mutated in TEAS-M9.
This view depicts the TEAS active site alpha-barrels perpendicular to the page with the
active site opening towards the reader. Active site residues conserved in TEAS and
HPS are highlighted in yellow and labeled alphabetically: A. Y527 B. W273 C. Y404
D. C440. TEAS residues which were mutated to make TEAS-M9 are colored green and
numbered according to the sequence in which they were mutated: 1. T402S 2. V516I 3.
V372I 4. S436N 5. I438T 6. I439L 7. Y406L 9 V291A. The hydroxy-phosphonate FPP
analog resolved in the initial TEAS structure is shown in orange.
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Figure 4.4 Proposed conformational control of eremophyl carbocationic
intermediates specified by wildtype and mutant TEAS.
Trans, trans farnesyl diphosphate is the common substrate that must be folded into a
particular conformer in order to account for the biosynthesis of the indicated reaction
products (EA, EE and PSD). The conformers depicted approximate orbital alignments
given in Newman projections. Those groups whose bonds are perpendicular to the
plane of the sp2 hybridized carbocation at C3 are properly positioned to subsequent
migration. Relative deviations from stable perpendicularity of the methyl in the chairboat configuration for EES may contribute to lower turnover rates in that enzyme.
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Figure 4.5 Conceptual cartoon representing how structural elements of the
synthase enzymes might constrain substrate conformers and thus impose
stereochemical control in catalysis.
Circles represent alpha-helices of the alpha-barrel structure with the axis of the barrel
perpendicular to the page. Conformational control is exerted by three-point constraints
on methyl groups dictated by spatial arrangement of the alpha helices. In this model,
active site residues may be identical, yet the relative positioning of the alpha-helices
controls the catalytic reaction pathways. Also schematically depicted is the
transmutation of TEAS into an HPS-like enzyme via 9 site-specific mutations.
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Figure 4.6 Graphic depiction of stepwise changes in product distribution for
mutants leading up to TEAS-M9
The sequence of mutations used in this plot correlates with those in Figure 4.3 and the
reaction products for the respective mutants as presented in Table 4.1. Prem =
premnaspirodiene, EE = 4-epieremophilene, EA = 5-epi-aristolochene.
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CHAPTER 5 Variations on a theme, Cloning and Mutational Analysis of
Valencene Synthase from Citrus x paradisi

Introduction
One consequence of our structure-function studies is a prediction of particular
amino acid residues in specific positions of naturally occurring terpene synthases.
Therefore, a continuing goal is to isolate terpene synthases with slight but distinct
catalytic twists relative to TEAS. A theoretical array of eremophilane isomers is shown
in (Figure 5.1). Of these, eremophilene and valencene are commonly identified in
nature but the corresponding synthases have not been previously cloned. These two
molecules have 1,10 double bonds (6,7 FPP numbering), as opposed to the 10,11 (7,8
FPP numbering) double bond found in 5-epi-aristolochene, the reaction product of
TEAS, and we have supposed that features controlling this product specificity should
be reflected in the primary sequence of the synthase proteins.
The most common strategy for cloning plant sesquiterpene synthases is to probe
a cDNA library with a fragment from a known cyclase

210,213,215

or to use degenerate

primers based on regions of homology within a class of terpene synthases209,212,217,218,237.
Large scale sequencing efforts have recently uncovered a more complete array of
putative terpene synthase genes within a plant species. In many cases, the catalytic
function or product specificity cannot be deduced by a simple alignment or similarity
score assignment. As a refinement of this approach, the first two tiers of residues
derived from the TEAS contact map (Figure 3.1) were aligned with other terpene
synthases in an attempt to tease out functional information. For example, the change in
double bond regiospecificity resulting from the T402S/V516I mutations to TEAS (from
1,10 to 10,11) led to the speculation that a serine at position 402 and isoleucine at
position 516 might be indicative of synthases which deprotonate from C6 (FPP
numbering). In screening genetic database resources, an EST from a citrus sequencing
project (citrus x paradisi) denoted as “putative terpene synthase” under accession
number AF411120 contained active site residues thought to be indicative of the C6
deprotonation.
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Grapefruit is distinguished by the presence of the sesquiterpenoid nootkatone
(Scheme 5.1) which is a key component of its unique flavor profile44-46. Nootkatone
arises from the introduction of a ketone at the 2 position of valencene. From a chemical
viewpoint, valencene is closely related to 5-epi-aristolochene and premnaspirodiene.
Most importantly for comparative structure-function studies, valencene is a
stereoisomer of 4-epi-eremophilene (Figure 5.1), the product of the synthetic 4-epiermophilene synthase, EES. On these grounds, the grapefruit EST looked promising as
a possible valencene synthase and a valuable addition to our ongoing comparative
structure-function analyses.

Materials and Methods
RT-PCR (Performed by Yonsoo Yeo, Chappell Lab, University of Kentucky)
RNA was isolated from the juice vesicles of freshly harvested red grapefruit by
standard methods using TRIZOL® (Invitrogen). RNA was reverse transcribed using
Superscript II RNase H- and a reverse primer complementary to the 3’ end (up to and
including the stop codon) of the reported sequence, AF411120. PCR using Pfu turbo
taq polymerase (Stratagene) employed the same reverse primer and one complementary
to the 5’ end up to and including the start codon. A fragment of the expected size was
amplified (≈ 1.7kD by 1.0% agarose gel electrophoresis).

Construction of E. coli expression vector
A construct was engineered to provide an N-terminal hexahistidyl tag for purification
after expression of the putative valencene synthase cDNA in E. coli. Primers were used
to re-amplify the AF411120 cDNA from the start to stop codons and incorporate ExoRI
and XhoI restriction sites by PCR. The PCR product was digested with EcoR1 and
XhoI and purified using QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen). The pET-28a(+)
expression vector was cut with EcoR1 and XhoI, dephosphorylated with calf intestine
alkaline phosphatase (Invitrogen) to prevent self ligation, and purified with the
QIAquick kit. The PCR product was ligated into the cloning region of pET-28a(+)
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vector using a commercial ligation mix (Clonables, Novagen), to generate the vector
pET-28a(+)-CVS.

DNA sequencing
DNA was sequenced by the BigDye terminator system on a ABI 310. Sequence was
obtained from start to stop codons in duplicate and was rectified with the reported
sequence for Citrus x paradisi putative terpene synthase mRNA accession number
AF411120. One nucleotide was found to be altered in the recovered cDNA, the
nucleotide 1544 bases 5’ downstream of the ATG start site was an A (instead of a G)
making codon 492 for arginine rather than aspartate.

Expression and Purification of H6-CVS
The pET28-CVS vector construct was transformed into BL21 (DE3) cells, expressed
and purified as in chapter 3. In short, expression of the CVS insert cDNA was induced
by IPTG addition and the expressed CVS protein purified by nickel affinity
chromatography.

Product Identification
Products were subjected to GC-MS essentially as described in chapter 3. Briefly,
reactions of 2.5 mL were run with purified enzyme and substrate, and pentane
extractable products were evaluated by GC-MS.
pH profile experiments (Enzyme prepared by Bryan Greenhagen, assays performed
by Dr. Paul O’Maille, Noel Lab, Salk Institute for Biological Studies)
Cyclase reactions were conducted in glass vials under a standard set of
conditions: 100 nM enzyme, 20 mM MgCl2, 50 µM FPP (Echelon; Salt Lake City,
Utah), and 100 mM buffer at various pH values. The buffer for a particular pH range
was generally chosen within one pH unit of the buffer’s pKa (pH 5-5.5, acetate; pH 6-7,
MES; pH 7.5-9, Tris; pH 9.5-10, ethanolamine; pH 10.5, CAPS). Reactions were
allowed to proceed at room temperature for 30 min prior to overlaying with
ethylacetate. Vortexing for 10 sec was sufficient for product extraction and the needle
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sampling depth was programmed to remove sample only from the organic phase.
Reaction products were analyzed using an HP 6890 gas chromatograph with a 5973
mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA). Separations were performed
on (5%-phenyl)-methylpolysiloxane column (J&W Scientific, Folsom, CA) of 30 m x
0.25 mm i.d. x 0.25 m thickness. Helium was the carrier gas (flow rate of 2 mL/min).
A splitless injection (injection volume of 1uL) was used, and a temperature gradient of
10 oC/min from 50 oC (5-min hold) to 180 oC (4-min hold) was applied. GC/MS data
was analyzed using HP-Chemstation software (version B.01.00) and peak areas of
terpenoid products were quantitated by manual integration.

Sequence Analysis
All sequence analysis was done using the tools available from NCBI web site
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) or using ClustalX.
Site-directed mutagenesis
Site

directed

mutagenesis

was

performed

according

to

the

manufacturers

recommendations (QuikChange, Stratagene) using the following oligonucleotides with
pET-28-TEAS-V516I (Chapter 3) or pET-28-CVS as a template. Mutagenic Primers
were: CVS-I516V: CGA TTC TTA ATC TTG CTC GTG CAG TTG ATT TTA TTT
ACA AAG AGG; CVS-C402T: GTT ATG ACG AAT GTG TAA GCA GTA TAA
GCA GTA CTT GTT AGT GCA ATA GG; TEAS-T401S/T402C/T403A: CTA AGC
AAT GCA CTA GCA AGT TGC GCA TAT TAC TAC CTC GCG AC.

Results
Bacterial expression of CVS
Hundreds of terpene synthase-like genes are detected in general Genbank data
base searches with the TEAS gene or protein sequence. To narrow down this field to a
more manageable number, the list of candidate genes were screened for those showing
variations relative to TEAS in their second tier residues (Table 3.1). One sequence
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resulting form this refinement was an EST sequence reported from a Citrus sequencing
project. Although this sequence was already labeled as “terpene synthase-like”,
signature sequences within tier two suggested that if might catalyze a reaction
deprotonating a reaction intermediate at C6 (FPP numbering). Furthermore, nootkatone
and valencene, two terpenes found in citrus fruits possess a C6-C7 double bond
suggesting that a suitable terpene synthase for the biosynthesis of these compounds
might exist.
The citrus terpene synthase–like cDNA of 1710 nucleotides was isolated from
fresh grapefruit via RT-PCR using non-degenerate primers, inserted into an appropriate
expression vector, and the bacterially expressed protein was purified. The conceptual
translation of the isolated cDNA called for a protein of 548 amino acids having a
molecular which of 63,646 daltons. The bacterially expressed citrus protein was
approximately 30% pure as determined by coomasie-stained SDS-PAGE, and migrated
as a 64kD polypeptide.
The purified protein was incubated with FPP at pH 7.5 and the pentane
extractable products examined by GC-MS (Figure 5.2). The two compounds observed
in the GC trace had spectra matching β-elemene and valencene, and the cDNA was
therefore named Citrus valencene synthase, CVS.
The enzymatic product co-migrated with a sample of authentic valencene and
gave a nearly identical mass spectrum. Given the origin of the citrus mRNA (acidic
fruit vesicles) we surmised that the CVS enzyme may have a somewhat different pH
dependence than TEAS. In collaboration with Dr. O’Maille, I provided him with
purified enzyme that he used to examine the reaction product profile over a range of pH
values, reported in Figure 5.3. The pH optimum for the reaction from this plot is 6.8.
At this pH value valencene is the only identifiable product (Figure 5.5)
Sequence Analysis
Both strands of Citrus valencene synthase (CVS) cDNA were sequenced
twice; which is presented along with the predicted amino acid sequence in Figure 5.4.
The DNA sequence is nearly identical to that deposited by D. Xia and E. Louzada in
the GenBank database under accession number AF411120 . Only one base pair
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variation from the EST sequence was noted and resulted in an amino acid substitution
of arginine for aspartate at position 492 relative to the start methionine. The sequence
for CVS is consistent with the original hypothesis that first and second tier residues
would be conserved in synthases which catalyze the generation of 6,7 double bonds in
there reaction products, similar to those in EES. Surprisingly, the closest verified
terpene synthase amino acid sequence is delta-cadinene synthase form cotton
(Gossypium arboretum, 50% identity/69% similarity). In contrast, CVS is
approximately 45% identical and 68% similar to both TEAS and HPS.

Initial Mutational Analysis
If our simple assumptions concerning the role of second tier residues is correct,
then we would predict that mutations of the appropriate positions within CVS would
convert it from a synthase producing a C6-C7 double bond to one synthesizing a C7-C6
double bond.
T402 in TEAS is a one of three consecutive threonine residues which line the
active site yet only T403 points into the active site. T403 interacts with the methyl
(C14) which migrates to form a chiral center at C2 (FPP numbering) opposite of that in
5-epi-aristolochene (see contact map in chapter 3, figure 3.1). It was reasoned that this
motif, in conjunction with a change at position 516, might be sufficient to convert
TEAS into a valencene synthase enzyme. Analysis of pentane extracts from preparative
reactions with crude lysate from TEAS-T401S/T402S/T403A/V516I expressed in E.
coli did not detect any valencene, and only germacrene A seemed to be produced
(Table 5.1).
The mutation of CVS into TEAS-like enzyme was also considered. That is, a
comparison of tier 1 and tier 2 residues between the two enzymes (Table 5.1) suggests
select mutations might convert CVS into a TEAS-like synthase. Mutation of CVS to the
TEAS residue identities at position 402 and 516 resulted in a synthase (CVSC402S/I516V) that had a conversion rate of FPP to valencene less than 25% of
wildtype enzyme, but approximate a doubling of germacrene A synthesis (Table 3.1).
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The CVS-I516V single mutant had very little effect on product specificity.

Discussion
The primary intention of the work described in this chapter was to mine
sequence data for new insights into structure-function relationships of terpene synthases
as part of a larger comparative study of terpene synthases. In brief, previous successes
with comparative analyses, such as the generation of the novel synthase EES by sitedirected mutagenesis (Chapter 3), have been facilitated by comparisons between
synthases that catalyzing well defined reaction pathways which differ by single partial
reactions. The work described here represents another extension to this strategy.
The work presented in this chapter stems from the observation that two
mutations to EAS are sufficient to change cyclase product double bond regiospecificity
(Chapter 3). It was reasoned that the EES motif (S402 /I516) might be a conserved
structural element in eremophilane / vetispirane producing plant cyclases that form
double bonds by deprotonation from C6 (FPP numbering). To evaluate this contention,
another eremophilene synthase was sought. There are two known eremophilanes for
which no synthase has been reported, eremophilene and valencene (Figure 5.1). EST
database sequences for plants known to produce these compounds were therefore
screened. An EST entry from red grapefruit was noted and found to predict a cysteine
at position 402 and an isoleucine at position 516. With the help of Dr. Yonsoo Yeo in
the Chappell lab, the respective cDNA was cloned. This cDNA was engineered into a
pET expression vector, expressed, recovered, and found to encode valencene synthase
enzyme activity.

Intermediacy of Germacrene A
As seen in figure 5.3, a transition between valencene and germacrene A occurs
at approximately pH 8.2. We interpret this as a titration point for the protonation of
germacrene A. This pH value is close to the pKa value for cysteine (pH 8.4), which was
implicated as being involved in the second protonation step of the chemical cascade
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catalyzed by TEAS. The previous results (Chapter 3) demonstrated that when C440 of
TEAS was mutated to serine or alanine, a robust germacrene A synthetic activity
resulted. In combination with the sequence data provided here (Figure 5.4), it is
apparent that germacrene A synthases only differ from CVS by the presence of C440 in
the active site while Y520, previously implicated as involved in the same protonation
step160, is conserved (Table 3.1). That germacrene A production is observed and pH
dependent is also consistent with its intermediacy in the reaction catalyzed by CVS.

Initial Mutagenesis
Mutagenesis was utilized as means to address the validity of a strategy based on
the predicted identity of assumed active site residues. As a test of this strategy, the
alteration of CVS to the EAS residues at positions 402 and 516 was predicted to alter
double bond regiospecificity and convert CVS into an (-) aristolochene synthase. The
enantiomer, (+) aristolochene, is produced by bacterial species134, however (-)
aristolochene from natural sources has not been reported. Neither the single mutant
CVS-I516V nor the double mutant CVS-C402S/V516I exhibited the predicted
activities. In fact, initial screens for product revealed a significant increase in the
proportion of germacrene A generated (Table 1). Likewise, when EES was altered to
the CVS residues corresponding to T401-T403 of CVS (TEAS numbering), the only
major product was germacrene A. These results may be explained by two possible
models: 1. the active site architecture is altered so that the proton donor is not
positioned properly for proton donation; or 2. a dynamic mechanism is at play where
the intermediate germacrene A is not brought in to proper stereoelectronic alignment
for the proton donation (i.e. proper anti-cyclization geometry is denied).

Mechanism
The reaction pathway for CVS is expected to proceed in the same manner as
proposed for TEAS and HPS up to the formation of germacrene A (Scheme 5.2). In
short, FPP is ionized in a divalent metal dependent manner, forming a allylic
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carbocation. The distal double bond of FPP undergoes electrophilic attack at C10 by the
carbocation at C1 forming an (R)-germacrenyl carbocation. Elimination from a terminal
methyl group occurs to give (R)-germacrene A. At this point CVS differs from EAS
and HPS. A conformer of germacrene A should be bound such that the re rather then si
face (as is the case for EAS and HPS) of C7 (FPP numbering) should be facing parallel
to the re face of C2 (figure 5.1). This is an initial requirement for the proper
stereochemistry of cyclization and rearrangement of the C14 methyl. Cyclization is
activated via donation of a proton in a proposed cysteine mediated fashion, to the si
face of C6, anti to the developing C7,C2 bond. This produces an (S)-eudesmyl
carbocation diastereomeric to the (R) form necessary in HPS or EAS catalysis. In a
conformation aligning the p orbital on the re face of the carbocationic C2 with the C14C7 bond, methyl migration occurs forming a eremophilyl carbocation. Ring
conformations of this species now control elimination, possibly along with an
appropriately placed proton acceptor, possibly W273 (TEAS numbering). Deuterium
labeling experiments should provide a means to determine what conformation is
required in this process170.
There are other interesting stereochemical differences between the mechanism
proposed for TEAS, HPS, and EES. Valencene is assumed to derive from a methyl
migration across the alpha face of an eudesmyl carbocation followed by deprotonation
from C6. The premnaspirodiene synthase deviates from this pathway in that a
methylene group migrates across the same face and deprotonates from C6 syn to the
migrating methylene170. For 5-epi-aristolochene formation, the C14 methyl would
migrate across the opposite, beta face of the molecule, but deprotonate from C8 syn to
the migrating methyl group (FPP numbering)170. The synthetic 4-epi-eremophilene
synthase affords perhaps the most interesting point of comparison with valencene
synthase; the only difference in the two presumed reaction pathways is that the
migration of C14 occurs on opposite faces of the eudesmane carbocation. An obvious
question remaining to be addressed is how might these alternate processes be controlled
by the cyclase.
A map illustrating germacrene A conformers that give rise to a theoretical set
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of eremophilane double bond regioisomers is given in figure 5.1. The synthetic
possibilities diverge first upon the attack of the distal double bond; second as a
consequence of double bond geometric relationships; and third as a consequence of
double bond formation. As discussed elsewhere in this thesis, in order to define a
specific reaction pathway, the active site must: A. limit the conformation of the three
isoprene units (which are rigid, planar but connected by conformationally free carbons
at C4,5,8, and 9); and B. enforce relative bond geometries (ring conformations) which
provide stereoelectronically preferred carbon and hydrogen migrations and proton
eliminations. Now, given our current conceptual understanding of these synthases, is
the full set of these eremophilane isomers (figure 5.1) available via reconstruction of
the basic terpene synthase fold?
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Scheme 5.1 A proposed biosynthetic pathway for Nootkatone.
This scheme proposes that Citrus x paradisi nootkatone biosynthesis involves two steps
mediated by 1. Valencene Synthase (CVS) 2. Valencene Oxidase (CVO).
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Scheme 5.2 Stereochemical alternatives for sesquiterpene synthase reaction
pathways.
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Table 5.1 Reaction product profiles for CVS, CVS mutants and CVS-like
mutations in TEAS.
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Figure 5.1 The stereo- and regiochemical generation of eremophilanes.
Stereospecificity diverges first in the attack of C10,C11 double bond attack on the si
face, giving rise to (10R)-germacrene A subsequent to proton elimination, or attack of
the re face, yields the (10S) enantiomer. The second key to development of chirality in
products is the conformation of germacrene A before the second cyclization event. In
the table of eremophilanes, the face of C7 of germacrene A facing inwards is given
right to left, while the face of C2 is given from top to bottom. The tiers of the product
array represent the two alternatives for direct proton elimination from the eremophilyl
carbocation resulting from methyl migration subsequent to cyclization.
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Figure 5.2 Reaction product analysis by GC-MS for CVS incubated at pH 7.5.
Lysate of E. coli harboring pET-28-CVS was incubated with FPP at pH 7.5, and an
aliquot of the pentane extract examined by GC-MS. The mass spectrum (scanning m/z
50-250) of peak A is given below the GC trace and compared to the mass spectrum for
authentic valencene (scanning m/z 35-250) . The mass spectrum of peak B is identical
to that for β-elemene, the thermal induced rearrangement product of germacrene A.
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Figure 5.3 The pH dependence for citrus valencene synthase.
Purified CVS was incubated with FPP at various pH values, ethylacetate extracts
evaluated directly by GC-MS analysis without concentration of the extract. The pH
optimum for valencene synthesis is pH 6.8. The transition between valencene and
germacrene A as the major product occurs at pH 8.2. The GC-MS data at pH 7 is given
in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4 DNA sequence and predicted amino acid sequence for citrus valencene
synthase
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Figure 5.5 GC-MS data for ethylacetate extractable sesquiterpene products of
citrus valencene synthase at pH 7.
This is the GC-MS data from the pH dependence assay showing in Figure 5.4. The GC
trace is given in panel a and the mass spectrum of the major peak is given in b. The
NIST standard spectrum for valencene is given in c.
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CHAPTER 6 Probing sesquiterpene hydroxylase activities in a coupled assay with
terpene synthases
(Special note: The work reported in this chapter has been published in the Archives of
Biochemistry and Biophysics (2003) 409: 385-394 and represents the culmination of a
collaborative project within the Chappell laboratory between Bryan Greenhagen, Paul
Griggs, Shunji Takahashi and Lyle Ralston)

Introduction
5-epi-aristolochene dihydroxylase (EAH) is a cytochrome P450 enzyme responsible for
the introduction of two hydroxyl groups into 5-epi-aristolochene resulting in the
phytoalexin capsidiol77 (Scheme 6.1). The intention of the work in this chapter was to
better define as many of the structural, functional and mechanistic features

238

of the

EAH enzyme as possible. For this purpose, studies to examine substrate specificity
186,239

, studies to define domains or amino acids within putative substrate recognition

regions

240

of the enzyme that contribute to regio- and stereo-selectivity

188

, and even

studies to probe how the interaction between the terpene synthase enzyme with EAH
might influence catalysis are anticipated. As such, facility in performing EAH enzyme
activity assays will be of importance and are needed to overcome a number of
limitations. Probably the most important limitations include difficulties in obtaining
suitable substrates and substrate analogs without arduous organic synthesis efforts,
finding suitable means for introducing hydrophobic substrates into aqueous solution
and providing sensitive and rapid means for measuring EAH enzyme activities. The
aim of the current work was therefore to assess the utility of a coupled, in vitro assay.
Using readily available terpene synthase enzymes and microsomes from yeast overexpressing

functional

EAH

241

,

the

current

work

sought

to

validate

a

synthase/hydroxylase coupled assay, then to explore the utility of this assay for
coupling different synthases to the EAH hydroxylase, thus testing the suitability of
different sesquiterpene substrates for hydroxylation by EAH.
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Materials and Methods
Chemicals. Standard laboratory reagents were purchased from Fisher Biotech (Fair
Lawn, NJ), Sigma Chemical Company (St. Louis, MO), and Aldrich Chemical Co.
(Milwaukee, WI). Authentic standards of capsidiol, 1-deoxycapsidiol, 3-deoxycapsidiol
and 5-epi-aristolochene were prepared as described earlier 241 and kindly provided by
Dr. Robert M. Coates, Department of Chemistry, University of Illinois.
Terpene synthase and dihydroxylase sources. 5-epi-aristolochene synthase (EAS)
242

and vetispiradiene synthase (HVS)

243

, now re-named premnaspirodiene synthase

from Hyoscyamus muticus (HPS) to properly recognize Rao, Raju and Krishna who
first chemically characterized this spirane hydrocarbon
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, have been previously

described. The C440A mutant of EAS used in these studies generates germacrene A as
its dominant (>95%) reaction product but is not catalytically compromised as is the
Y520F mutant described earlier by Rising et al.
C440 mutant will appear elsewhere.

244

. A complete characterization of the

All the sesquiterpene synthases were obtained

from bacteria over-expressing the respective genes as described previously

244,245

. In

short, the synthase genes were cloned in pET (Novagen) expression vectors in frame
with hexa-histidine purification tags, the clones introduced into the BL21(D3)
(Novagen) line of E. coli., and expression of the synthase genes induced by addition of
0.1 mM IPTG to cultures with an A600 of 1.0. The bacterial expressed synthase proteins
were purified from bacterial lysates by Ni+ affinity chromatography according to
Mathis et al.

245

and the purity of the preparations verified by SDS-PAGE. Synthase

preparations of 95% purity or better, based on Coomassie Blue staining, were routinely
obtained.
5-epi-aristolochene

dihydroxylase (EAH) was obtained as a microsomal

preparation from yeast over-expressing the corresponding cDNA

241

. In brief, the

pYeDP60 yeast expression vector was engineered with the EAH cDNA and this
construct introduced in the WAT11 line of yeast

241,246

. The WAT11 cell line contains

an Arabidopsis thaliana NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase as a replacement for an
endogenous reductase gene247. A single transformed yeast colony was selected and
grown at 30°C for approximately 24 h in liquid SGI media (1 g/L bactocasamino acids;
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7 g/L yeast nitrogen base; 20 g/L glucose; and 20 mg/L tryptophan) before an aliquot
of this culture was diluted 1:50 into 250 mL of YPGE media (10 g/L bactopeptone; 10
g/L yeast extract; 5 g/L glucose; and 3% (V/V) ethanol). Upon depletion of the glucose
stock, determined using Diastix reagent strips (Bayer, Elkhart, IN), expression of
EAH gene was initiated by the addition of galactose to a final concentration of 2%. The
cultures were maintained at 30°C for an additional 16-20 h before collecting the cells
by centrifugation at 7,000g for 10 min. The pelleted cells were then washed with 100
mL of TES buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH, 7.5; 1 mM EDTA; 0.6 M sorbitol),
centrifuged as above, resuspended in 100 mL of TES-M (TES supplemented with 10
mM ß-mercaptoethanol), and allowed to incubate at room temperature for 10 min. The
cells were then again collected by centrifugation, and the pellet resuspended in 2.5 mL
of extraction buffer (1% bovine serum albumin (fraction V), 2 mM ß-mercaptoethanol,
and1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride dissolved in TES buffer). Glass beads (0.5
mm in diameter, Biospec Products, Inc., Bartlesville, OK) (cleansed by rinsing in
ethanol, dilute acid, then copious amounts of water) were added until they occupied
approximately 90% of the resuspended cell volume and the cells disrupted by
vigorously shaking the mixture in a cold room for 10 min at 30 s intervals separated by
30 s intervals on ice. The cell extract was decanted into a centrifuge tube and combined
with 3 washes of the glass beads, each with 5 mL of extraction buffer. Microsomes
were prepared by differential centrifugation at 10,000g for 10 min at 4°C to remove
cellular debris followed by centrifugation at 100,000g for 70 min at 4°C. The final
microsomal pellets were resuspended in 1.5 mL of TEG-M buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl,
pH 7.5; 1 mM EDTA; 20% glycerol; and 1.5 mM ß-mercaptoethanol) and stored frozen
at –80°C until used in the coupled assays.
Synthase/hydroxylase Coupled Assays. Typical assays were performed with a preincubation of the synthase enzyme in 50 µL containing 200 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 40
mM MgCl2, 0.5 µCi 3H-FPP, 25 to 30 µM FPP and 500 nM of purified synthase
enzyme for 30 min at room temperature. Microsomal protein was then added up to a
maximum of 150 µg, along with 50 µM NADPH where indicated, and the final volume
adjusted to 75 to 80 µL with 200 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 40 mM MgCl2. After an
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additional 30 min incubation at room temperature, the reaction was terminated by the
addition of 40 to 75 µL of ethyl acetate, vortexed briefly, centrifuged for 10-60 s, and
10 to 20 µL of the organic extract used for TLC analysis. Aliquots of the organic
extracts, along with authentic standards for FOH (radioactive and non-radioactive), 1deoxycapsidiol (non-radioactive only), 5-epi-aristolochene

(radioactive and non-

radioactive) and capsidiol (non-radioactivity), were separated on silica TLC plates
using cyclohexane: acetone (1:1) as the solvent. TLC plates were routinely scanned for
radioactivity with a Bioscan system 200 Imaging Scanner (Lablogic, Sheffield, UK),
and the radioactive zones scraped and counted by liquid scintillation in order to
calculate reaction product yields. Standards were localized on the plates by either
developing a portion of the plate with vanillin-H2SO4 reagent

248

or determining the

amount of radioactivity associated zones as above. For more analytical experiments, 1
µL aliquots of 5- to 10-fold concentrated ethyl acetate extracts were evaluated by GC
and GC-MS along with standards of 5-epi-aristolochene , 1- and 3-deoxycapsidiol and
capsidiol. GC-MS analyses were routinely performed with an HP-GCDplus equipped
with a DB-5ms capillary column (30 m x 0.25 mm, 0.25 µm phase thickness) and run
with He as the carrier gas at 1 mL/min. Splitless injections were done at an injection
port temperature of 250°C with the oven temperature programmed to remain at 100°C
for 1 min, then to increase at 4°C per min to 270°C. The Electron Ionization Detector
was set to scan the mass range from 40-240 m/z .

Results
Validation and optimization of the terpene synthase/terpene hydroxylase coupled assay
In earlier work by Ralston et al.
aristolochene

241

, an in vitro assay for measuring 5-epi-

hydroxylating (5EAH) activity was described. That assay consisted of

microsomes isolated from yeast expressing the EAH cDNA incubated with synthetic 5epi-aristolochene or 1-deoxycapsidiol, and measured the conversion of these two
substrates to capsidiol by GC and GC/MS. Although this assay was suitable to
document the biochemical activity of the encoded P450 enzyme, it was limited in
several important aspects.

First, only limited amounts of these substrates were

available because they were prepared by relatively laborious synthetic means. Second,
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the reactions required detection of reaction products by GC, which required relatively
large incubations volumes to generate sufficient reaction products for detection. Each
assay was also time consuming since a GC analysis was required for each sample.
Lastly, addition of these hydrophobic substrates to the assays required simultaneous
additions of organic solvents and/or detergents. The detergents and organic solvents
were necessary to solubilize and introduce the hydrophobic substrates into the aqueous
incubations, but their effects on the hydroxylase enzymes and presentation of substrate
to the enzyme were difficult to determine. Given these complications, we sought an
alternative assay, which would be rapid, sensitive and capable of providing substrates
and substrate analogs without requiring organic synthesis efforts.
Our earlier work with wildtype terpene synthases

242,243

and mutant enzymes

capable of generating novel reaction products 244 suggested that an alternative assay for
hydroxylase activities might take advantage of these resources. Hence, initial
experiments were performed to assess the potential of coupling EAS activity with the
EAH activity (Fig. 6.1). EAS enzyme was obtained from bacteria over-expressing the
corresponding cDNA and purified to near homogeneity by affinity chromatography 245.
The source of hydroxylase enzyme was isolated microsomes from yeast overexpressing the EAH cDNA. The hydroxylase concentration in these preparations was
approximately equivalent to 120 pmoles of heme binding protein per mg of microsomal
protein (0.7% of total microsomal protein) as approximated from difference
absorbance maximum at 450 nm of the reduced enzyme in the presence of CO. The
assay for hydroxylase activity thus consisted of pre-incubating the EAS with
radiolabeled FPP for 30 min prior to the addition of yeast microsomes. As an additional
control, microsomes were added with and without NADPH and the mixtures incubated
a further 30 min. The reactions were then terminated and extracted simultaneously by
the addition of ethyl acetate and aliquots of the organic extract separated by TLC.
Authentic standards of capsidiol (zone A), 1 & 3-deoxycapsidiol and farnesol (zone
B), and aristolochene (zone C) were also run in a neighboring lane, and located either
using a developing reagent 248 or by detection of the radioactivity incorporated into the
standard. Each lane of the TLC plate corresponding to the experimental samples was
then scanned for radioactivity.
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Greater than 93% of the radiolabeled products, corresponding to 787 nmoles,
generated in incubations without NADPH addition co-migrated with 5-epiaristolochene

and about 6% co-migrated to the position of farnesol. Addition of 50

mM NADPH to the incubations caused a significant reduction (~60%) in the amount of
radioactivity co-migrating with 5-epi-aristolochene, but a very significant increase in
the amount of label associated with zone A and an approximate tripling of radioactivity
associated with zone B were observed. Assuming the reduction of radioactivity
associated with zone C in the presence of NADPH corresponds to 5-epi-aristolochene
converted to capsidiol (zone A) and a mono-hydroxylated form of 5-epi-aristolochene
(zone B), then this would correspond to ~440 nmoles of capsidiol. Interestingly,
greater than 379 nmoles of reaction product appears to migrate to the position of
capsidiol and another 120 nmoles to that of the mono-hydroxylated forms (for a total of
500 nmoles of product), suggesting some sort of synergism in the coupled assay
incubated with NADPH.
Confirmation of the authenticity of the various reaction products measured in
the TLC assays was obtained by GC/MS (Fig. 6.2). Incubation of the synthase and
microsomal preparations without NADPH resulted in the generation of a single new
peak (peak A) on the gas chromatogram, which was not evident in the control
chromatograms (synthase plus microsomes without FPP, data not shown). The mass
spectra for peak A is identical (greater than 99% correspondence) with authentic 5-epiaristolochene and matches that previously reported

242

. Incubation of the synthase and

hydroxylase preparations with NADPH resulted in a dramatic reduction in the 5-epiaristolochene peak, and the appearance of a new peak, peak B. The mass spectrum
observed for peak B was identical to that for authentic capsidiol as reported earlier

241

.

The MS for several minor (less than 5% of the total products) peaks with retention
times between 25 and 27 min were also examined and were consistent with monohydroxylated forms of aristolochene (1- and 3-deoxycapsidiol).
The coupled assay was further optimized using the radioactive/TLC procedure
described above for several parameters (Fig. 6.3), except the TLC zones corresponding
to the standards were scraped from the plates and the radioactivity determined by liquid
scintillation spectrophotometry. The amount of capsidiol formed was clearly dependent
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on the amount of synthase or microsomal protein added to the assays (compare panels
A and B). A ratio of at least 1 µg of pure synthase protein (15 pmoles) per 10 µg of
microsomal protein (corresponding to 12 pmol of newly expressed heme-binding
protein) appears to represent the optimal amounts for both of these enzymes in terms of
capsidiol generation. Incubations of the synthase and hydroxylase longer than 30
minutes did not increase the amount of capsidiol recovered (panel C). The preincubation period for the synthase with radiolabeled FPP was important for full
activity. Without any pre-incubation period or only a 10 min pre-incubation period,
capsidiol biosynthesis was only 26% or 47%, respectively, of the standard 30 min preincubation assay. Longer pre-incubations did not enhance capsidiol synthesis further.
The optimal concentration of FPP for these coupled assays was determined to be 18.5
µM, which is approximately double the Km value for the synthase enzyme

244

, while

the optimal concentration for NADPH was 50 µM.

Coupled assays with other synthases
One of the ways in which the coupled assays could provide utility is in
examining substrate specificity of the hydroxylase by using terpene synthases that
synthesize different sesquiterpene hydrocarbons. To initially assess this possibility, a
cysteine to alanine mutation at amino acid position 440 of EAS was tested in the
coupled assay (Fig. 6.4). The C440A-EAS mutant synthase catalyzes the conversion of
FPP to a single, dominant (>95%) reaction product, germacrene A. Importantly, the
C440A mutant is unlike the previous characterized mutant (Y520F)

244

, which also

produces germacrene A, and is not catalytically compromised relative to the wildtype
enzyme. Regardless, addition of the C440A mutant synthase to the coupled assay
resulted in greater than 500 nmoles of FPP turned over to ethyl acetate extractable
reaction products (sum of all the radioactivity associated with the peaks in zones E and
F). Approximately 5% of these products were further metabolized in the presence of
NADPH to a molecular species that co-migrated with capsidiol (zone D). Under
identical conditions, wildtype EAS catalyzed the turnover of approximately 850 nmoles
of FPP, greater than 40% of which was converted to capsidiol in the presence of
NADPH (Fig. 6.1). GC-MS analysis revealed NADPH dependent peaks with retention
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times and apparent parent ions (220.1 and 236.2) consistent with mono- and dihydroxylated sesquiterpenes, respectively. Definitive assignments, however, were
confounded by relatively weak signals and what appeared to be thermal-induced
rearrangements of the germacrene skeleton as described by de Kraker et al. 249.
The coupled assay was further evaluated using premnaspirodiene synthase from
Hyoscyamus muticus (HPS) (renamed from vetispiradiene synthase (HVS) since the
spirane hydrocarbon was first described by Rao, Raju and Krishna

111

) which is a

sesquiterpene synthase related to 5-epi-aristolochene and germacrene A synthase, yet
catalyzes the synthesis of a bicyclic, spirane-type sesquiterpene (see Scheme 6.2). Like
the EAS coupled assay, incubation of HPS and hydroxylase containing microsomes
without NADPH resulted in radioactive products that migrated to the front of the TLC ,
consistent with the product(s) being un-modified hydrocarbon(s) (Fig. 6.5). Addition of
NADPH to the incubations did not cause a significant reduction in the amount of
radioactivity migrating near the solvent front, but did result in a significant increase of
radioactivity found at in a lower position on the TLC plate. Because these results
indicated that the EAH enzyme was capable of metabolizing the spirane hydrocarbon
generated by the action of the premnaspirodiene synthase, the reaction products of the
HPS/EAH incubations were also examined by GC-MS (Fig. 6.6). Incubations without
NADPH contained a dominant new compound (peak C) relative to control incubations
(no FPP) whose spectrum matched that for premnaspirodiene 250. In contrast, extracts of
incubations done in the presence of NADPH contained not only the spirane compound
(peak C), but also 3 new peaks (D, E and F) and several other minor peaks. Spectral
characteristics of peaks D-F were consistent with these compounds being derived from
premnaspirodiene. In fact, the spectrum for peaks D and E were consistent with monohydroxylated forms (parent ion of 220 ), while the spectrum for peak F matched that for
solavetivone (parent ion of 218), a ketone, with a confidence value greater than 98%.

Discussion
Very significant progress has been made in mapping catalytic features of
cytochrome P450 enzymes, especially those associated with isoprenoid metabolism,
utilizing a fairly broad range of experimental approaches.
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These include sequence

compilations

240

, substrate specificity studies

186

, domain swapping and site-directed

mutagenesis 188, and elucidation of 3 dimensional structures 251. Of particular relevance
to the current work has been the extensive characterization of two monoterpene
hydroxylases. Limonene-3-hydroxylase and limonene - 6 hydroxylase catalyze regioand stereo –specific hydroxylations at the C3 and C6 positions of the six-membered
olefin ring of limonene in what appears to be highly homologous reactions by enzymes
that share 70% amino acid sequence identity and over 85% sequence similarity

252,253

.

The substrate specificity of these enzymes was also carefully examined by Wüst et al.
186

. Both enzymes were capable of hydroxylating the 2 enantiomeric forms of limonene

with greater than 85% accuracy in the trans-facial insertion of the hydroxyl group. The
apparent binding constants, catalytic activity and product profile of the hydroxylases
towards a wide range of substrate analogs and fluorinated derivatives likewise
demonstrated enzyme specificity and indicated that substrate binding and orientation
were precisely controlled, possibly mediated by hydrophobic interactions between
substrate and active site residues. This suggestion is consistent with an earlier report
demonstrating that a single point mutation, changing a phenylalanine at position 363 to
an isoleucine, was sufficient to change the regiospecificity of the limonene C6hydroxylase to a C3-hydroxylase 188.
Due to the limited availability of sesquiterpene substrate analogs for the EAH
enzyme and the difficulty associated with generating such compounds using traditional
synthetic means, we sought an alternative approach for testing the substrate specificity
and catalytic activity of the tobacco dihydroxylase. The coupled assay described here
consists of generating different sesquiterpene skeletons using sesquiterpene synthases,
then assessing the suitability of these hydrocarbons to serve as substrates and substrate
analogs for the cytochrome P450 hydroxylase. The assay as validated here cannot be
used to measure several important kinetic parameters of catalysis often reported for
enzymes, such as the substrate affinity (Km) or maximum reaction velocity (Vmax), and
therefore the turnover rate (Kcat) calculated from these constants cannot be reported.
However, the assays more closely approximate the physiological conditions wherein
the synthase and hydroxylase enzymes cooperate during catalysis (i.e. channeling
effects), and can be used to examine substrate specificity in a different, but quantitative
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manner, giving rise to a relative value for how efficient a substrate or substrate analog
is hydroxylated. For instance, the native sesquiterpene synthase (EAS) and hydroxylase
(EAH) coupled assay was optimized such that a significant proportion of FPP turned
over to the hydrocarbon skeleton 5-epi-aristolochene

was converted to the final

hydroxylated product capsidiol. Using identical experimental conditions, the turnover
of other in vitro synthesized sesquiterpenes can be measured relative to the EAS/EAH
assay. In the work presented here, about 62% of the total radioactivity recovered
(hydrocarbon plus hydroxylated) in the EAS/EAH assays was incorporated into
capsidiol and deoxycapsidiol, while only 9% of the incorporated radioactivity from the
C440A/EAH assay and 20% of the incorporated radioactivity from the HPS/EAH assay
were associated with hydroxylated products. This type of information can be used to
suggest that the germacrene A reaction product (derived from Y520F) was metabolized
at approximately 14% (9% conversion/64% conversion •100) the efficiency of
aristolochene (derived from EAS), while the premnaspirodiene derived from HPS was
used 34% (20% conversion/64% conversion) as efficient as 5-epi-aristolochene.
The results obtained in the coupled assays can also be used to infer new features
about the catalytic mechanism of EAH (Scheme 6.2). The EAH enzyme appears to
contain a single heme-oxygen binding region based on the predicted amino acid
sequence comparison to other well described P450s 240,251 and, is capable of catalyzing
the specific insertion of hydroxyls at the C1 and C3 positions of aristolochene on
opposite faces of the sesquiterpene ring structure, yet does not release appreciable
amounts of mono-hydroxylated 5-epi-aristolochene

(241 and Figs 6.1 & 6.2). These

results suggest that initial substrate binding proceeds in a manner to present either C1
or C3 of 5-epi-aristolochene to the activated heme moiety, followed by the transfer of
the hydroxyl group from the heme iron to C1 or C3. Because P450 mediated
hydroxylations have demonstrated preference for positions allylic to the carbon-carbon
double bonds

238

, we speculate that C1 might be the initial position for hydroxylation

for 5-epi-aristolochene. The mono-hydroxylate intermediate must then flip or rotate
within the pocket (without intermediate release) to re-position the second site into
proper proximity to the heme for the next round of hydroxylation to occur. The current
observations that the EAH enzyme is able to hydroxylate the germacrene A and
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premnaspirodiene hydrocarbon skeletons provide additional insight into the
hydroxylase reaction.
The migration of the metabolized germacrene A product by TLC is consistent with
a dihydroxylated germacrene. By reference to the hydroxylation pattern of 5-epiaristolochene, we hypothesize that hydroxylation at C2 occurs first since this carbon is
allylic to the C1-C10 double bond. Following rotation and a second hydroxylation
event, which we speculate occurs at C3, the analogous position as in 5-epiaristolochene, a di-hydroxylated form of germacrene is formed and released. This
anticipated compound, 2,3-dihydroxygermacrene, was previously isolated from Datura
stramonium 254. Important to note, however, is that the relative hydroxylation efficiency
of germacrene A is quite low relative to 5-epi-aristolochene. While this is somewhat
surprising given the overall similarity between these two substrates, the lower
efficiency may be related to the more relaxed geometry of germacrene A, which is not
as constrained by an internal ring bond as 5-epi-aristolochene.
In contrast to the 5-epi-aristolochene

and germacrene A reactions, multiple

NADPH-dependent reaction products are generated by the action of EAH on the
premnaspirodiene skeleton. The parent ions observed in the mass spectra for these
clearly indicate mono-hydroxylated forms (m/z 220) and a ketone form (m/z 218)

255

.

The mass spectrum for the former is consistent with that for solavetivol while the latter
is essentially identical to solavetivone (NIST library). Hence, we suspect that the
conversion of premnaspirodiene to solavetivone might occur along a reaction pathway
similar to pathway C shown in Scheme II and that the accumulation of solavetivol
represents the release of an intermediate from an incomplete cycle of catalysis.
Precedence for the generation of more oxidized functional groups (ketones, aldehydes
and acids) within hydrocarbon structures via sequential cycles of catalysis by mixed
function oxidases is well established

238

. Alternatively, the two reaction products

(solavetivol and solavetivone) may arise from separate catalytic mechanisms. For
example, EAH may catalyze the initial hydroxylation, while a non-specific yeast
oxidase might catalyze the oxidation step. We consider this possibility unlikely since
we have never observed ketone or aldehyde derivatives upon incubation of control
yeast microsomes with synthetic mono-hydroxylate sesquiterpenes (deoxycapsidiol, 241).
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In either case, rotation of the spirane within the reaction pocket appears to be sterically
hindered, which is probably a consequence of the different geometric orientation of the
rings and isopropenyl groups within the spirane substrate versus the more planar
configuration associated with the 5-epi-aristolochene and germacrene A structures.
A final speculation from the current results arises from the observation that the
EAH enzyme converts premnaspirodiene to solavetivone, albeit at very low rates.
Although the EAH enzyme has specificity for the conversion of eremophilane
hydrocarbons to dihydroxylated species, it follows that the Hyoscyamus muticus P450
hydroxylase responsible for generating ketone functions in the sesquiterpene
vetispiranes might also have residual activity for dihydroxylating eremophilanes.
Furthermore, structural and functional comparisons between these two hydroxylases
might also reveal features important for mediating these enzymatic specificities, similar
to studies performed with limonene hydroxylases 188.
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Figure 6.1 Capsidiol formation in a coupled assay with 5-epi-aristolochene
synthase and 5-epi-aristolochene dihydroxylase.
Capsidiol formation in a coupled assay with 5-epi-aristolochene
aristolochene

synthase and 5-epi-

dihydroxylase. Purified EAS (1.5 µg) was pre-incubated with 3H-FPP

for 30 min before the addition of microsomes (68 µg microsomal protein) from yeast
over-expressing the 5-epi-aristolochene dihydroxylase gene. Where indicated, 50 µM
NADPH was added together with the microsomes (lower graph). After a further 30
min incubation at room temperature, the reaction products were extracted into ethyl
acetate and aliquots of the extracts subjected directly to TLC analysis. Zones A, B and
C correlate with the migration of authentic capsidiol (A), farnesol and 3-deoxycapsidiol
(B), and 5-epi-aristolochene (C).
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Figure 6.2 Verification of capsidiol as the dominant product of the coupled assay
with 5-epi-aristolochene synthase and 5-epi-aristolochene dihydroxylase.
Verification of capsidiol as the dominant product of the coupled assay with 5-epiaristolochene synthase and 5-epi-aristolochene dihydroxylase. Purified EAS (15 µg
protein) was incubated with non-radioactive FPP for 30 min, followed by the addition
of microsomes (680 µg microsomal protein) from yeast over-expressing the EAH gene
and a second 30 min incubation. Duplicate assays were performed with one of the
reactions being adjusted to 50 µM NADPH (+NADPH) at the time of microsome
addition, while the other received only buffer (-NADPH). Reactions were terminated
by ethyl acetate extraction, the extracts concentrated under N2, and subjected to GCMS analysis. The mass spectra for peaks A and B in the chromatograms are shown in
the adjacent panels, along with spectra for authentic 5-epi-aristolochene and capsidiol.
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Figure 6.3 Optimization of the EAS/EAH coupled assay.
Optimization of the EAS/EAH coupled assay. Assays were performed with a 30 min
incubation of variable amounts of EAS with 3H-FPP, followed by the addition of
microsomes (68 µg microsomal protein) from yeast over-expressing the EAH gene for
a second 30 min period (A); incubation of 1.5 µg of EAS with 3H-FPP for 30 min,
followed by the addition of variable amounts of yeast microsomes for a second 30 min
period (B); or incubation of 0.375 µg of EAS with 3H-FPP for 30 min, followed by the
addition of yeast microsomes (60 µg of microsomal protein) and the reactions
terminated at the indicated time points (C). Reactions were terminated by ethyl acetate
extraction and aliquots of the organic extracts separated directly by TLC. The zones of
the TLC plate corresponding to the position where authentic capsidiol migrated were
scraped and the radioactivity determined by scintillation counting.

Except were

indicated, NADPH was added to a final concentration of 50 µM at the time of
microsome addition.
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Figure 6.4 5-epi-aristolochene dihydroxylase hydroxylates germacrene A, the
sesquiterpene reaction product synthesized by the C440A mutant of EAS.
5-epi-aristolochene

dihydroxylase hydroxylates germacrene A, the sesquiterpene

reaction product synthesized by the C440A mutant of EAS. Purified EAS-C440A
mutant synthase (1.5 µg) was pre-incubated with 3H-FPP for 30 min before the addition
of microsomes (68 µg microsomal protein) from yeast over-expressing the EAH gene.
Where indicated, 50 µM NADPH was added together with the microsomes (lower
graph). After a further 30 min incubation at room temperature, the reaction products
were extracted into ethyl acetate and aliquots of the extracts subjected directly to TLC
analysis. Zones D, E and F correlate with the migration of authentic capsidiol (D),
farnesol and 3-deoxycapsidiol (E), and aristolochene (F).
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Figure 6.5 Novel reaction products are formed in a coupled assay with
Hyoscyamus premnaspirodiene synthase (HPS) and 5-epi-aristolochene
dihydroxylase.
Novel reaction products are formed in a coupled assay with Hyoscyamus
premnaspirodiene synthase (HPS) and 5-epi-aristolochene

dihydroxylase. Purified

HPS (1.5 µg) was pre-incubated with 3H-FPP for 30 min before the addition of
microsomes (68 µg microsomal protein) from yeast over-expressing the EAH gene.
Where indicated, 50 µM NADPH was added together with the microsomes (lower
graph). After a further 30 min incubation at room temperature, the reaction products
were extracted into ethyl acetate and aliquots of the extracts subjected directly to TLC
analysis. Zones G and H correlate with the migration of authentic farnesol and 3deoxycapsidiol (G) and aristolochene (H).
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Figure 6.6 GC-MS analysis of the reaction products synthesized in the
premnaspirodiene synthase/5-epi-aristolochene dihydroxylase coupled assay.
GC-MS analysis of the reaction products synthesized in the premnaspirodiene
synthase/5-epi-aristolochene

dihydroxylase coupled assay.

Purified HPS (15 µg

protein) was incubated with non-radioactive FPP for 30 min, followed by the addition
of microsomes (680 µg microsomal protein) from yeast over-expressing the EAH gene
and a second 30 min incubation. Duplicate assays were performed with one reaction
adjusted to 50 µM NADPH at the time of microsome addition (+NADPH) while the
other reaction received only buffer (-NADPH). Reactions were terminated by ethyl
acetate extraction, the extracts concentrated under N2, and analyzed by GC-MS. The
mass spectra for peaks C, D and F in the chromatograms are shown in the adjacent
panels, along with the spectrum for authentic solavetivone (NIST library).
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Scheme 6.1 The elicitor-inducible branch pathway for capsidiol biosynthesis in
Nicotiana tabacum cells consists of two enzymatic steps.
The elicitor-inducible branch pathway for capsidiol biosynthesis in Nicotiana tabacum
cells consists of two enzymatic steps. 5-epi-aristolochene synthase (EAS) catalyzes
the initial cyclization

reaction of farnesyl diphosphate (FPP)

242

, while 5-epi-

aristolochene dihydroxylase (EAH) introduces 2 hydroxyl functions into the cyclized
sesquiterpene ring structure in a NADPH-dependent reaction

241

. The induction of this

branch pathway has been correlated with a suppression in sterol biosynthesis and
interpreted as a diversion of farnesyl diphosphate (FPP) from the central mevalonate
biosynthetic pathway towards the biosynthesis of the anti-microbial compound
capsidiol

91,256

.
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Scheme 6.2 A chemical and mechanistic rationalizations for product of coupled
assays.
A chemical and mechanistic rationalization for the reaction products observed when 5epi-aristolochene

dihydroxylase (EAH) is presented with different sesquiterpene

substrates biosynthesized by 5-epi-aristolochene

synthase (EAS) (pathway A), a

C440A mutant of EAS (pathway B) and Hyoscyamus muticus premnaspirodiene
synthase (HPS) (pathway C).
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CHAPTER 7 Conclusions and Perspectives
Isoprenoid biochemistry has been replete with interesting puzzles. The origin of
cholesterol and related compounds was mysterious until the very simple concept that
isoprenoids are made up of polymers of isoprene was introduced. However, the origin
of eremophilene, suggested an anomaly to the rule. The recognition that electrophilic
chemistry drives catalysis in terpene synthases resolves this problem when a
electrophilic methyl migration is invoked. However, the question now turns on how an
enzyme actually controls the stereochemical course of a reaction involving highly
reactive carbocations.
This thesis has attempted to find some of the answers to the problems
concerning the biosynthesis of terpenoids. Substrate specificity of sesquiterpene
synthases was shown to be highly dependent on metal ion identities and concentrations.
This raises interesting questions as to whether discrimination is exerted in vivo mainly
by compartmentalization and what it the true substrate in vivo, Mn2-FPP or Mg2-FPP?
It seems possible that nature might make use of the two to three fold improvement in
synthetic rates afforded by manganese.
Evidence that TEAS proceeds without isomerization to NPP was provided in
this thesis. Because theoretical schemes do not require this, my result is not particularly
surprising. However, in considering the enzymology of TEAS, it is important to map
and dissect every step in a round of catalysis. Isomerization to NPP seemed a perfectly
reasonable step in TEAS catalysis. The suggestion that this does not happen helps
interpret kinetic, structural, and mechanistic models, and forms the basis for testable
hypotheses for enzymatic control of trans to cis bond isomerization in terpene synthases.
Moreover, the assay developed in this work may allow further experiments that test
structure-function hypotheses via a combined site-directed mutagenesis – substrate
analog strategy which may help reveal the role of amino acid residues that cannot be
tested using the fully reactive native substrate.
The TEAS derivatives, 4-epi-eremophilene synthase (TEAS-T402S/V516I),
TEAS-C440S and TEAS-C440A, and TEAS-M9 are catalytically robust synthases
relative to TEAS, and therefore provide a basis for understanding the enzmologiucal of
the sesquiterpene synthases. The change between TEAS and EES is extremely subtle
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and has implicated a basis for acid-base chemistry within the catalyzed reaction of
terpene synthases that is unprecedented.

The implications of C440 roles in both the

EES and the native enzyme may be amendable to examination by NMR using a
substituted selenocystiene for cysteine to establish the protonation states for the C440
residue. EES also lends itself to other interesting challenges. Can the kinetic constants
be improved? Can the specificity for 4-epieremoplilene synthesis be improved?
Another interesting aspect is what is the relationship between reaction velocity and
product specificity as a function of pH? Equally intriguing, can EES be used in
conjunction with the preliminary work form chapter 6 on coupling the terpene
synthases with cytochrome P450 enzymes in development of entirely new biosynthetic
pathways by using directed evolution to select for the biosynthesis of new antimicrobials?
The TEAS transmutant M9 will continue to stimulate further investigations.
First, is the model for product specificity derived from the transmutation project
applicable to other product specifications, particularly from other classes of
isoprenoids? In a related sense, are all terpenoids derived from Class I terpene
synthases specified by the limited region of space in the center of the alpha-barrel
structure just behind the active site? Are loops, particularly the JK loop which provides
numerous active site residues, ever important for product specificity? HPS

does

crystallize but does not defract X-rays well. Hence, resolution of the HPS structure is
relatively poor.

Perhaps it will be possible to compare the structures of the

eremophilane specific active site of EES to TEAS since the surface residues of M9 are
the same a TEAS, which should facilitate crystallization and diffraction. The results
and model presented in this thesis predict that there will be little if any differences in
the active site under crystallization conditions. Studies on the interactions between
terpene synthase and cytochrome P450 enzymes will also be facilitated with the M9
mutant, which has identical surface residues to TEAS but product specificity more
similar to HPS. The M9 mutant in combination with the TEAS and HPS enzymes
should therefore help differentiate and tease out those components of these proteins that
mediate their interaction with the P450 enzymes.
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Two greater challenges for understanding terpene synthase enzymology emerge
from my studies. First, can an enzyme like TEAS be converted into a prenyltransferase
by a limited number of mutations? There may even be a low level of prenyltransferase
activity, but this has not been tested to my knowledge. Secondly, the amino terminal
region for the class I terpene synthases have been dismissed as functionally
insignificant. Both stability and protein-protein interactions have been mentioned as
possible roles played by this region without any experimental basis. Yet, the Nterminal domain has striking homology to glycosyl hydrolases101. Does this region
actually bind sugars? Does it have an independent enzymatic activity? Could a stable
terpene synthase be produced without it (akin to the bacterial and fungal terpene
synthases which do not bear this domain), and if so, would function normally within a
plant cell? Overall, the primary lesson from this thesis is that one assay, one enzyme,
and one structure is not enough - and the variations found in nature may serve as an
excellent guide to the secrets of isoprenoid diversity.
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APPENDIX: Synthesis of 4-epieremophilene
An authentic reference sample of the unknown 4-epieremophilene 6 was
synthesized from capsidiol 11 in five steps (Scheme 1).2 Regioselective formation of the
less hindered phenylthiono carbonate 2 at the equatorial 3 position (PhOC(=S)Cl, pyrCH2Cl2)3 followed by reductive cleavage with tin hydride ((Bu3Sn)2O, PHMS, AIBN,
BuOH, Benzene, reflux)3 afforded (-)-3-deoxycapsidiol 3 (4-epieremophil-9-en-1-ol,
[α]D –12.7, 69%),4 a possible intermediate in the biosynthesis of capsidiol from
epiaristolochene.5 Swern oxidation ((COCl)2, DMSO, CH2Cl2, -78oC; Et3N)6 provided
(-)-4-epieremophil-9-en-1-one 4 ([α]D -10.6, 98%), the tosylhydrazone (5) of which
(TsNHNH2, EtOH, reflux, 1 h, 56%)7 underwent conjugate reduction with catechol
borane (0oC, 30 min)7and sodium acetate-induced fragmentation (60oC, 50 min)7to give
4-epieremophilene 6 (47 %).8
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